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Editor's Notes
By all accounts, Ranger Rendezvous
X lived up to its advance billing as potentially the most interesting such gathering
since the original crew of 32 met in the
same building in Jackson, Wyoming in the
fall of 1977. Along with the more evident
reasons for its success, such as the outstanding work done on the program and
site coordination, the record numbers in attendance, and the first-rate accomodations, was the renewed sense of commitment to both the profession and the National Park System that emerged as continuing themes throughout the events of the
week. A close reading of the reports within
this issue will confirm this observation, but
a few preliminary comments would also
seem in order.
The first and clearest indication you
will find of member concern over resource
protection issues will be found on the opposite page. The statement of purpose has
a new addition, which was approved by unanimous voice vote during one of the business meetings, and now declares our support for the "management and the perpetuation of the National Park Service and
the National Park System." Members also
expressed the desire to have an
Association-sponsored meeting on
stewardship to the parks, and strongly reaffirmed the belief that resource management
is a primary concern of rangers. The theme
of resource protection appears elsewhere,
too — in the workshop given by Bob Barbee and Jack Morehead, in the discussion
over the future direction of the Association, and, most particularly, in the keynote
address by Barry Lopez. Although it may
not be clear from what is written in these
pages, the response to that speech was profound and emotional, and led to many
subsequent discussions about our duties as
convervators of the public lands.
The other theme that emerged was a
strongly and frequently voiced concern
over the future of the ranger profession
and the role that the Association should

have in advancing professional standards,
enhancing grades, and generally improving
the ranger's lot. That theme was particularly apparent in the extended and sometimes
heated discussion on the 025 comparability
study, and was recapitulated in the clear
call for a reevaluation of the Association's
purposes and directions, which is to be
done over the course of the coming year.
You can read about the alternatives which
will be examined in the board and business
meeting notes, and can get a better feeling
for perceived priorities in the summary of
the workshop on ANPR's future goals.
It seems wholly a p p r o p r i a t e ,
therefore, for Ranger to focus on these
areas of concern — resources protection,
professional concerns and the future of the
Association — in the next three issues. The
topics to be covered and their potential
authors are still under consideration, but
should be sorted out by January. Many
people have offered to contribute to
Ranger in the past, and, although the suggested ideas have frequently been good,
space, relevancy and timing have often
been limiting factors that have prevented
their inclusion.
In order to better understand the
editorial philosophy and guidelines of this
publication, the following is presented for
your information. It was prepared by the
editor and unanimously approved by the
board at the Rendezvous:

Ranger Magazine Editorial Guidelines
Editorial Philosophy
In order to accomplish the goals set
out by the Association in its statement of
purpose, Ranger works to keep rangers
abreast of development in Washington and
the field, advise them on current Association activities, inform them on the history
and evolution of all aspects of the profession, and provide a forum for discussion
of topics of professional concern.
The magazine is built around a structure which allows for the systematic presentation of such information. A third of each
issue is devoted to news and letters, a third

to Association business and a third to features. Regular sections have been established for the first two categories, and features are sought which will meet the criteria
established in the statement of purpose.
The feature section is the thematic
heart of the magazine, and addresses topics
of interest to rangers involved in the many
sub-specialties of the profession — interpretation, resource management, law enforcement, search and rescue, fire fighting,
and so forth. Articles are chosen which:
- are of consequence to members
throughout the Service;
- deal with important issues, ideas and
historical perspectives; and
- are objective, balanced and well documented (if appropriate).
Responsibility and Authority
The editor is responsible for determining the editorial content, style and focus of
Ranger; planning and developing each
issue; overseeing all aspects of production;
approving the final product for printing;
distributing each issue; and maintaining
files, records and imprest accounts. The
editor may reject articles deemed inappropriate or incompatible with the
magazine's format and focus, postpone the
printing of articles until a later date
whenever necessary, edit articles for style,
syntax and grammar, and, when necessary,
rewrite articles to improve clarity and flow.
The editor will keep article changes to a
minimum, and will consult with authors
whenever possible on such changes.
The president is the final authority on
the content of each issue and the final
"court of appeal" on any unresolvable differences between the editor and the author
or readers. The editor advises the president
periodically on issue plans, and keeps the
president current on magazine business,
production schedules and related
developments.
The executive secretary maintains the
magazine's financial records and disburses
funds as needed; contracts the editor's services; receives address corrections, updates
Continued on page 27
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President's Message
The Rendezvous at Jackson Hole was
a fitting celebration of our ten years as an
organization. The turnout was great (nearly 450), the program and facilities excellent,
and the mood of the membership decidedly
upbeat.
Since 1977, the Association has grown
from 32 to its present 1,517 members. I felt
that the tenth Rendezvous was an approprate time to look inward and conduct
a self-evaluation, and that we needed to
ask ourselves whether we had come of age
as an organization, or had strayed from the
intent and purpose of the founding 32
members. The attendees responded to this
challenge in a positive manner by discussing numerous issues in the regional
caucuses, which were incorporated into the
program this year as a direct result of suggestions made at last year's Rendezvous.
They were enthusiastically received and
provided an excellent forum to thoroughly
and openly discuss ANPR concerns.
The first item that I asked the
members to discuss was whether we, as an
Association, were focusing on the right
kinds of issues. In the last several years,
much of our attention has been directed at
what can be described as "personnelrelated", rather than "system-related"
matters. The consensus among those present was that ANPR should continue to
focus on all major issues, be they human or
natural resource related. However, there
was also strong sentiment expressed to emphasize the System over the Service. A motion was introduced and carried to amend
the purpose of the Association to include
support for the National Park System, as
well as the National Park Service.
Other items that I asked the regional
caucuses to discuss were the recent strong
feelings voiced by certain members that
perhaps ANPR should evolve into more of
a detached guidance role (similar to many
organizations), and not maintain such close
ties with the NPS directorate. These individuals believe that by working with
management we lose some of our objectivity and may not necessarily be reflecting the
needs or desires of our membership.
Some Association members have
recommended that ANPR (again, like
other national organizations), be headed by
a paid executive director who would not be
a current NPS employee. This option, they
have said, would allow for a stronger advocacy by ANPR, without the potential
pressures which may be brought to bear on
a career employee, who might perhaps be
reluctant to forcefully push a position
which might jeopardize his or her career.
Another issue of concern meriting
discussion in the caucuses was whether
ANPR should change its organizational
structure from the present system, in which
3

all regions are represented equally, to one
where there is representation based on
regional membership numbers. This would
give those regions with the most members a
greater voice in Association policy.
Another proposal called for changing from
regional to functional representation.
Under this scenario, board members would
be elected or appointed to deal with
specific issues — for example, protection,
natural resources, personnel, or interpretation.
Each of these concerns received full
discussion at the Rendezvous. The consensus of the caucuses was generally "if it ain't
broke, don't fix it." There was no support
for a severing of close ties with the NPS
directorate, establishing a paid executive
director, or changing the organizational
structure.
The issue of a stronger advocacy and
lobbying role for the Association was
discussed in the regional meetings as well as
in the general business session. A motion
was passed directing the president to conduct a feasibility study on whether or not
ANPR should take a stronger advocacy
role in representing issues that are critical
to the Association. This feasibility study
would include an examination of the
possibility of utilizing ANPR funds for
such things as lobbying activities or hiring a
special counsel, within the restraints of present tax laws and the ANPR constitution.
The results of this study would be made
public to Association members, and a
membership vote would then be taken on
the future direction of the Association.
Since this issue is of general importance to the Association's direction in the
years ahead, I have recommended that the
individual who finishes second in the upcoming presidential election chair the work
group. I believe that the project will be in
very capable hands under the chairmanship
of either Rick Gale, Jim Tuck or Bill
Wade.
The openness and candor with which
these concerns were discussed shows that
the Assocation is healthy and appropriately
looking toward its future. As I leave office,
I am please to note that, since 1977, ANPR has continually recognized the importance of our work, our people, and their
critical link to the perpetuation of the National Park System. I hope I have contributed in some small way to our efforts.
The past two years have been fun and
rewarding, and I thank you for your support.
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Letters
Editor:
Just want to send along some belated
reflections re: the emergence of the
"Renaissance Ranger" ("Multi-Specialist
Rangers" - Summer 1986) before Rendezvous X, being extremely biased in favor of
same.
Several specialties, such as historian,
archeologist, architect, anthropologist,
planner, and exhibit specialist, are needed
to support field operations and rangers. At
which level this can be accomplished most
cost effectively remains open to continued
experimentation. On the field level, the
"generalist vs. specialist" controversy has
been with us forever, and with any luck at
all will remain so. For, even though many
of us would like to return to the simplicity
of working our specialty or general job at
Lake Wobegon National Park, the reality
of the 1980's suggests we must evolve with
multi-professional skill levels in a multitude
of disciplines.
The super-generalist/multi-specialist is
needed due to shrinking budgets and staffs.
Opponents to the concept are quick to
point out that it is impossible to properly
train everyone to be able to perform on a
professional level due to personnel interests
and limitations. I'll be the first to admit
that the multi-specialist is not a panacea for
all our problems. It is a step in the right
direction, however, for as parks are being
beseiged with external impacts we must
take steps to limit the impacts we're
creating due to our administrative composition.
As I reflect upon our Organic Act,
enabling legislations, codes, directives,
guidelines, and procedures, it occurs to me
that they all should funnel back down to
our mission: Protect the resources and provide visitor services. What is the most
effective way we can do that in the future?
I believe the multi-specialist concept offers
maximal dividends for the majority of our
resources and resource users.
I am alarmed when I hear, or read, of
"specialists" who have an "interest" in
park management, but have no interest in
any "other" skill or speciality. Having experienced various "small park" generalities
and some "large park" specializations, I've
heard several of the arguments for specialization from "we don't need protection at
this small area" to "we only have time to
do
". These seem to reflect shortsighted management, which in turn limits
the protection of the resources that visitors
experience, career endorsement and
morale. The latter two are also linked to
the first.
I'm glad that I've had the opportunity
to be part of reorganization at several
parks that have adopted the multi-specialist
mode. Santa Monica Mountains has advanced the concept to the point where the

student intake program, sponsored by the
Western Region, is referred to as GRIT,
for "Generalist Rangers-In-Training".
Enrollees have required training and field
experience in interpretation, firefighting,
law enforcement, search and rescue, emergency medical services, resource protection
and management.
We realize the value of an individual
with increased abilities, as it gives flexibility
to our programs. Without a multi-specialist
approach, we would probably be setting
ourselves up for a tremendous management crisis in the future.
Many of us share concerns regarding
the future of our areas and the professions
in which we strive. Professional growth
and personal development are very important to our future. We must remember not
to let it jeopardize our mission. The NPS
was not created to provide gainful employment for me so that I could "do-my-ownthing" without concern for how that affects the rest of our operation, i.e., the lessthan-glamorous day-to-day operations that
are necessary to keep us functioning properly. Resource protection and visitor services must remain critical elements of our
performance, and not become colateral
duties.
There are many of us who believe that
the multi-specialist concept gives the visitor
and resource the professional care and
quality services they deserve. It makes the
ranger a little better person too.
Post-Rendezvous-X-Script:
Reflecting upon the recently completed Rendezvous: It was good to reaffirm
that we continue to safeguard the health
and integrity of the non-renewable resources we manage. For those who advanced the view that "park resources have
advocacy groups" and that ANPR needs
instead to focus on employee resource
issues, I remember thinking: "Yep, but can
our non-renewable resources have
'enough' advocates?" Not as far as this
ranger (a renewable resource, thank goodness) is concerned. If we are to fullfill our
professional and organizational purposes,
we must continue to put park resources
foremost in our strategies. Otherwise, it
may well be time to do as Horace Albright
counseled: "Move to the city and get a job
that pays something". Then at least you'd
have more to donate to ANPR, NPCA, or
your favorite park donation account.
Phil Young
Santa Monica Mountains
Editor:
At RR X, Deputy Director Galvin
stated in his address to the membership
that legislation is under consideration to
authorize volunteers to collect fees. After
conferring with members at the Pacific
Northwest Regional caucus, I made a mo4

tion at the next business session that ANPR
adopt a resolution opposing this legislation. This resolution will appear on a ballot
for vote by the membership.
I recognize that the VIP program has
rendered many benefits to the public and
the Service, but fee collection should not be
conducted by volunteers. This will result in
more seasonal employee cutbacks,
regardless of the well-intentioned policy
that volunteers are to supplement regular
park programs but not replace paid
employees.
As a former fee collection supervisor,
I am also concerned that supervisors might
incur additional liability in fee accountability if volunteers were to be involved in
a loss or shortage in remittances. Another
concern that was voiced at RR X was that,
with our increasing use of volunteers for
public contact, we are decreasing our opportunities for uniformed rangers to provide direct service to visitors.
While volunteers are very important in
enhancing our visitor service programs, fee
collection is an inappropriate activity for
volunteers to perform. At some point we
must recognize that there are limits to doing "more with less".
Dave Lattimore
Olympic
Editor:
I just received the fall issue of Ranger,
and the first thing I read was Bill Blake's
letter on grade comparability. I stopped
immediately to comment.
All I can say is "Well said!" and
"Right On!" This should be ANPR's
number one priority: to bring pressure to
bear to correct this problem. As Bill points
out, studies and committees are not needed, it's time for action!
Randy Brooks
Mount Rainier
Editor:
I challenge the implication heard
before and during RR X that higher GS
level employees should not be in ANPR
leadership positions because, as one RR X
evaluation stated:
"Many of the younger members I
talked with...are dissatisfied with
the ANPR as an effective representative of the real field rangers. So
many of the top dogs in the ANPR
are management that I wonder how
diligently they pursue politically sensitive issues when their careers (at
those levels) depend on being able to
get along politically with upper
management."
I believe that those making such
allegations do a disservice to ALL
members, not just the "top dogs."
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Generalizations simply don't work and
often end up being cheap shots. We would
all agree that there are those who let their
career concerns color their decisions, but
they exist at ALL levels in the Service; it
has not been my experience that ANPR's
presidents have been among that number.
How unfair, then, to cast this shadow
on people simply because of their having
had a successful career. Listening to the
Mather Award justification for this year
does not give a sense of one whose career
concerns have overshadowed his concerns
for the System. Yes, Mr. Morehead is unique with the level of courage he showed,
but many others in and outside our
organization at high and low levels take
risks for the good of the resources they
manage.
I also challenge the notion that the
"typical" lower graded employee will
necessarily be more effective than the
"typical" higher graded one. Again,
generalizations aren't good, and there are
exceptions, but one would hope that
maturity, experience and credibility gained
through a successful career should make a
person a more, rather than less, effective
leader for our organization. I would never
favor an "acceptable GS level range" for
ANPR officers.
The insinuation that because one is no
longer leading nature walks, patrolling a
trail or trapping bears, that person no
longer is responsive to such activities is
wrong. What a sad System and Service we
would have if this were true.
I would propose that we continue
allowing members at all levels to run on
their merits. Let their record, rather than
their GS level, determine the efficacy of
their candidacy.
Jim Tuck
Rocky Mountain Regional Office
Editor:
In the last issue of Ranger, I attempted
to explore the question of comparability
for ranger work. In doing so I attempted,
among other things, to establish a basis for
comparing the grade structure of NPS fullperformance level rangers with that of
rangers who work for the Bureau of Land
Management (BLM). Based on both the
positive comments and the constructive
criticism I have received on this aspect of
the issue, I believe it would be beneficial if I
outlined the basis for my belief that many
patrol rangers in the National Park Service
are GS-5s while their counterparts in the
BLM are GS-9s.
It is my belief that there exists unequal
pay for what could be reasonably argued
equal work when comparing many GS-5
NPS patrol rangers to GS-9 BLM patrol
rangers. This belief was developed as I
reviewed three documents obtained from

the BLM. These documents are: a) a
memorandum dated April, 1986 from the
State Director of the BLM with the subject
matter "Ranger Mission"; b) a mission
statement dated March 1986 from the BLM
about their "Ranger Mission"; c) an updated, approved (not a draft) and classified
"BLM
Ranger,
GS-9
Position
Description".
I would like to take this opportunity
to outline some of the basic thoughts, concepts and statements found in these
documents. While reading the BLM's
Ranger Mission statement it become clear,
at least to me, that the major function of a
BLM ranger at the GS-9 level is to
"patrol". This document establishes that
BLM managers endorse the philosophy
that an active, well-trained patrol ranger
can serve the public and protect the
resource base through the concepts of
prevention and enforcement. This document leaves little doubt that the major
resource mission of the BLM ranger is protection through the tool of patrol.
The BLM's Ranger Mission states:
"The Bureau defines the delegated law enforcement ranger as, 'An employee of the
Bureau of Land Management who is
qualified, trained, uniformed and armed
and has been delegated authority from the
Director to enforce laws and regulations
applicable to BLM managed land including
the authority to make arrests in connection
with such enforcement. He/she is a
Natural Resource Law Enforcement Officer; a dual professional in (a) resource
and (b) law enforcement, who is committed
to resource protection through use of the
primary tool — patrol'".
In essence the BLM supports, and in
fact endorses, the belief that the proper application of law enforcement techniques is
a major resource management tool and
that this tool is applied through the function of patrol. It is interesting to note that
the BLM considers their ranger positions as
"dual professionals with qualifications in
natural resource sciences as well as law enforcement."
Some have argued that a major difference between a NPS patrol ranger at the
GS-5 level and a BLM patrol ranger at the
GS-9 level is the often quoted belief that
GS-9 BLM rangers are more involved in
the concept of resource management as
many NPS managers perceive resource
management. In reviewing both the GS-9
BLM ranger position description and the
Ranger Mission statement, it appears that
this often quoted belief is hard, if not impossible, to substantiate. These documents
make it clear that the role of the BLM GS-9
patrol ranger is different than that of other
BLM employees involved in resource
management.
To quote them, as they compare their
rangers to others involved in resource
management, "The difference is that
5

rather than preparing and authorizing actions they spend more of their time on field
review of compliance and are a uniformed
presence. They, through patrol, assure
compliance on a regular basis while other
resource specialists are proceeding with the
processing of new actions. Resource protection is also based upon land use plan
guides. Rangers assure implementation and
enforcement".
This theme that the major resource
management tool of BLM rangers at the
GS-9 level is the patrol function is further
strengthened when their GS-9 position
description is examined. Under factor 2,
major duties, the following statement is the
only reference to resource management,
"While on patrol, conducts resource inventories, or participates as a member of a
team, in a variety of resource fields, i.e. archeology, geology, wildlife biology, etc.
Conducts and prepares cultural sites
studies, watershed and/or mineral studies,
habitat management plans, etc., as required under the direction of Area
Resource Specialist. These studies are carried out in conjunction with primary patrol
while maintaining capability of response
for protection, services and enforcement".
This statement on resource management is not dissimilar to the expectations
that the National Park Service places on
many GS-5 patrol rangers. It should also be
noted that, according to classifiers that I
have discussed the issue with, these
resource management duties will not carry
the grade of GS-9 in the National Park Service. As also identified in the Ranger Mission statement, the BLM GS-9 position
description also establishes and endorses
the belief that resource management/protection is an integral part of the patrol
function.
As stated earlier in reviewing these
documents, I observed what to me was a
clear statement of purpose and philosophy
from BLM managers and about BLM
rangers. The BLM has endorsed the concept that the resource can be managed and
protected utilizing the tool of the patrol
function. They have recognized and acknowledged that rangers with natural resource backgrounds who are also trained in
law enforcement can serve the public and
protect the resource. They have established
that the primary tool for accomplishing
this mission is the tool of patrol. They have
also established that those rangers performing this dual mission are GS-9 rangers.
Many GS-5 patrol rangers in the NPS
can and should be compared to GS-9
rangers in the BLM. They share the same
basic mission, are required to have the
same basic knowledge, share the same basic
responsibilities and are expected to have
the same basic qualifications. As we enter
this phase of the issue we are approaching a
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Board Meetings
The Association's Board of Directors
met on several occasions over the course of
the Rendezvous to discuss and vote on a
wide variety of topics.
President Maureen Finnerty opened
the first session on Saturday with a summary of her activities over the previous
year. Maureen took two trips on behalf of
the Association. The first was to Washington in February to meet with Director Mott
and Deputy Director Galvin and follow-up
on the five issues that had been discussed
with the Director at the Rendezvous in
Lake Geneva. Both agreed to move ahead
on the 025 comparability study, and a task
force on the subject was set up in April
which has since met several times and is in
the process of attempting to rectify grade
and position problems within the series.
She again traveled to Washington in April,
this time to meet with the National Parks
and Conservation Association on their national park plan. Tom Cherry joined her at
the meeting, and both commented on the
proposals dealing with interpretation and
personnel/staffing.
Concerning the five issues discussed
with the Director at Lake Geneva,
Maureen reported that some progress had
been made on each:
• Mobility policy - The policy will cover
anyone from GS-5 to GS-15 who has been
in a position for five years or longer, and
will give those people opportunities for
movement within the Service. The draft
proposal had called for a low-end cutoff at
a higher grade, but ANPR successfully advocated inclusion of all grades down to
GS-5.
• Relocation assistance - The program was
implemented in July and several people
who've employed it have been pleased with
its benefits.
• Grade bulge - Although the program is
still technically in effect, it is not being actively employed and will end this fiscal
year. The program, she said, is disappearing on its own, and added that "pressure to
use it lessened significantly this year."
• Ranger intake system - OPM has agreed
to issue certificates for GS-5 but not for
GS-5/7, but several board members noted
that in actuality they are being issued for
GS-4's with no promotion potential. There
was general agreement that ANPR needs to
look into this further.
• 025 standards - Maureen asked Laurie
Coughlan, who is on the 025 task force, to
describe developments in this area.
Laurie gave a general overview of the
task force's work since its initial meeting
with the Director, during which he had
given them a general outline of what he
wanted done and left them to establish the
breadth and focus of the task force's efforts.

The task force started by examining
investigative work, and sent a questionnaire to the field to determine the extent
and degree of 1811-type work being performed. Due to some "paranoia" as to the
intent of the survey, not everyone replied,
thereby skewing the results. Several
ranger/personnelist teams then went to
field areas to cross-check the survey findings. They discovered that there were
some rangers who could be classified in
1811, but not many. As a result of these
findings, it became clear that the Service
had the choice of either setting up an 1811
series or dividing typical 1811 duties among
025 rangers, thereby enhancing their duties
and increasing their chances for upgrading.
These and other findings demonstrated to the task force that there is widespread misunderstanding of the fundamentals of position management and the
principles of classification, and a primary
recommendation of the task force will probably be to educate supervisors and
managers on how to manage positions.
Laurie then talked about discussions
the task force had had with Ray Moran of
OPM, who'd written the new 025 series
standards. Moran told them that he wasn't
happy with the standards himself, and that
he thought he was doing us a favor by
keeping them loose and giving us lots of
authority to classify positions internally.
There was also a problem in the information base that OPM used in preparing the
standards, which came about largely because field rangers misunderstood what
OPM was asking for when they queried
them on their responsibilities. OPM was
using field comments to prepare a GS-5
base level for the 025 series, and ended up
incorporating too much at that level because of the "very flowery" descriptions
rangers gave of what they did in the field.
At any rate, OPM is not going to revise the
standards again, and suggested that we prepare our own internal guidelines, which is
what the task force is doing. Laurie felt
that OPM would have little problem with
whatever the Service developed.
A general discussion ensued concerning turnover in the ranks, downgrading
and related topics. It was pointed out that
budget limits are a prime problem in position management; although many
managers know they have the latitude to
upgrade positions, they don't because they
lack the budget to pay for personnel costs.
Concerning the recent downgradings at
Lake Meade, Laurie replied that they had
resulted because of poorly written PD's,
not because of a general effort to
downgrade 025's. Although there's a
serious turnover problem at the GS-5 level,
there's not much concern among friends of
the Service because the turnover rate is
similar in many other agencies.
This led to a discussion of whether or
not we should become more political as an
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association and work to make people
aware of our problems. The general feeling
was that the public would not be as concerned as we might like to think they'd be,
and that if we took that course it would be
more appropriate and correct for us to
focus on larger Service concerns than just
personnel issues. The course we should instead take, several said, would be to work
with the standards we have and improve
position management.
Laurie then talked about other position classification concerns that the task
force had looked at. The suggestion that
managers be classified in a separate series
met with considerable resistance; OPM has
said, however, that managers will remain in
025, so that issue is settled. The proposal
made by the Associate Director for Natural
Resources which would've consolidated
most resource management in the 401 series
has also met with resistance, and is not being actively considered at present. Since
most positions other than those that involve criminal investigation are not directy
related to any series outside of 025, the task
force is looking at other ways of crossreferencing 025 duties with aspects of those
performed by other g o v e r n m e n t
employees.
Laurie said that the draft position
classification handbook was prepared to
help people write proper position descriptions, since many at present are poorly
done and therefore result in lower grades
than are perhaps warranted. The validity of
this point was recognized, but the comment
was made that the real problem is that the
base level grades are too low to begin with
and that we'll be taking the wrong course if
we work to enhance the grades of some but
leave the low-graded generalist field ranger
behind in the process.
Laurie acknowledged this problem,
adding that the field very strongly favors
generalist rangers over specialists. She
noted, however, that 25% of a ranger's
duties can be grade-enhancing, which
means that it's still possible for a ranger to
be a generalist and be higher graded if at
least 25% of his or her duties are concentrated in a particular area. There will continue to be basic GS-4/5 positions that
won't be open to upgrading, though, simply because the associated tasks are too
elementary. Several board members concurred with this, noting that there will
always be the need for basic technicians in
the true 026 mold, but added that many
more can be upgraded if we are defined as
"multi-specialists" rather than as
generalists. It was also noted that BLM
rangers have a GS-7/9 full performance
level, and that we need to look at their example to see if we can assimilate their approach to grading.
Following a short break, Debbie
Trout delivered her executive secretary's
report, beginning with a profile of the
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Association's membership as of early October.
The first table listed membership by
type and contrasted the numbers in each
category with last year's:
Category
Regular members
Associate members
Sustaining members
Life members
Subscriptions
Honorary members
Complementaries
Total

1985
1,052
80
1
162
12
6
81
1,394

1986
1,141
82
6
189
18
6
75
1,517

The second table listed memberships
by regions (percentages have been added to
indicate membership trends):
Region
Alaska
Mid-Atlantic
Midwest
North Atlantic
National Capitol
Pacific Northwest
Rocky Mountain
Southeast
Southwest
West
Other

1985 1986 Change
52
68 + 31%
158 177 + 12%
115 132 + 16%
107 101
-6%
92 121 + 32%
72
85 + 18%
153 220 + 44%
151 190 + 26%
92 121 + 32%
276 292
+ 6%
111* 10*
*In 1985, members who did not list a
region were categorized as "Other"; in
1986, they were reviewed and assigned to
regions, and the 10 represents foreign
members.
Overall, the Association gained 291
new members this year, and had 524 renewals (575 renewal notices were sent).
Debbie also handled 143 requests for information and made 248 address changes.
As always, a number of members seemed
to disappear, and she asked that regional
representatives encourage members to send
in changes of address so that ANPR can
keep up with them.
Debbie then brought up the need for a
new membership form, the possibility of
increasing overseas membership dues to
pay for mailings, and the need for a change
of ANPR's official address to shorten the
long delays in processing member renewals,
arranging their receipt of Ranger, and so
forth. Concerning the latter, she suggested
that the Association might want to hold
onto its Yellowstone address for some purposes, but that all other mail should go
right to the executive secretary. This proposal was fully supported by the board; a
motion was made to make this change and
passed by unanimous voice vote.
Debbie recommended against action
on a proposal which had been made last
year that a $5 discount be offered on memberships to anyone who joins during a
Rendezvous, because members might then
wait until a Rendezvous to renew each
year. The board agreed to take no action.

She asked the board whether or not
they felt that speakers and exhibitors
should pay a registration fee for Rendezvous. There was some disagreement on
this, and the board agreed that the executive secretary should draft a proposal on
this for future consideration.
Debbie was asked whether people
could pay for life memberships over more
than a year. She said that informal arrangements to spread them out over a longer
period of time could be made.
She next presented the Association's
third quarter operating statement and a
rough draft of the proposed operating budget for fiscal 1987. She will need more information before formalizing the latter.
Debbie asked for a board decision on
releasing the Association's mailing list;
although a decision not to release it was
made a couple of years back, a number of
requests have again come in for it. The
board again declined to release it to any
organization or person.
Debbie concluded by noting that her
contract expires on December 31st, and
that she will be leaving the position due to
other pressing obligations once another
person is found to assume her job. She will
be happy to continue as the Association's
registered agent with IRS, since IRS has
not yet acted on our application for
501(c)(3) tax exempt status and will need to
deal with her as the Association's designated contact.
Maureen said that the position would
be advertised as a paid, professional staff
position, and asked that board members
think of people who might make good candidates. A job announcement will be out
this winter.
Secretary/Treasurer Fred Szarka
followed with a summary of the minutes of

the 1985 board meeting, and noted that it
would be consolidated with the report that
appeared in the winter 1985-86 Ranger. He
noted that about a dozen letters had come
in to him in response to the request for
assistance on special projects that the
Association had made in the magazine, and
asked the board what action should be
taken on these. He was asked to send
copies of them to the appropriate regional
representatives.
Ranger editor Bill Halainen then presented a report on that publication. He said
that he was generally happy with the four
issues that had come out since the last
Rendezvous, and was most pleased with
the caliber of the main features in the
spring, summer and fall issues — written,
respectively, by Scott Erickson, Tony
Bonano and Don Goldman. There were
some problems with the printing that had
largely been rectified during the year, he
said, but added that he was aware of and
would look into the problem of missing
pages in some copies of the last Ranger.
Bill presented the deadlines for the
coming year's issues, which are as follows:
Winter - November 7, 1986; Spring
-February 4, 1987; Summer - May 6, 1987;
Fall - August 5, 1987. He said that he was
in the market for ideas on features for
each, and that he would work out issue
plans based on suggestions and conversations held at the Rendezvous.
He then turned to the subject of
editorial guidelines, and presented a position paper which was unanimously approved with only one editorial change (see
"Editor's Notes").
The board then turned to a series of
proposals and took the following actions:
• Donations and endorsements - Tom
Cherry and Debbie Trout explained the

77/<? registration table at the Snow King was the first stop for members. Since it was only a
few steps from the beer keg, it was also a busy social center through most of the Rendezvous.
Amy Vanderbilt.
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position paper that they had developed on
donations and endorsements. Tom underscored the need to be very careful in making endorsements, since most people will be
interested in having us endorse products as
rangers rather than as Association
members and will attach strings to any
donations. The point was made that
ANPR should look at the entire issue of
fundraising, since most people will be interested in conducting some serious fundraising efforts in the future. Several comments were made in support of this position, and Maureen decided that action
should be deferred pending further discussion and consultation with our legal
counsel.
• Life membership account - Debbie presented the draft policy statement on the
management of life accounts, which would
keep the principal separate and incorporate
the interest into the annual operating account. Amendments were made which
clarified some points, and the motion to
accept it passed on unanimous voice vote.
• Ranger museum - Jim Tuck gave a status
report on the ranger museum which is being planned for the Norris Soldier Station
at Yellowstone. Planning is progressing
slowly but surely, and the interpretive prospectus for Yellowstone, which will include
the themes and goals reported in the last
Ranger, should be approved before the end
of the year. A task directive will then be
prepared with Harpers Ferry Center which
will outline the steps toward completion of
the museum; the exhibit plan and actual
construction will be contracted out. Exterior renovation work was completed this
past summer, and interior work is programmed. But a larger concern is fundraising. Less than $2,000 has come in so
far, and the estimated project cost is
$200,000. The National Parks Foundation
will not be assisting in fund raising, and no
major donors are apparent. The point was
again made that the Association needs to
seriously consider getting involved in fullscale fundraising, possibly with the assistance of professionals in the area, and that
the solicitation of funds for the museum
has to be raised to "the crusade level" if
it's to succeed. Board members were
uniformly in agreement on this, and it was
decided to defer discussion on this until the
agenda item on marketing came up.
• Mini-Rendezvous - Although the board
had asked for a position paper to be
developed on expenditure of funds for
these events, circumstances precluded its
preparation. Maureen asked what action
should be taken. The feeling among board
members was that they're a good idea, but
that experience has shown that they only
work in the smaller, more populous regions
of the Northeast. It was suggested that the
topic be brought up at regional caucuses
and at a later board meeting.
• "Ranger of the Year" award - Rob Arn-

berger discussed the status of this award,
which the board had approved at Lake
Geneva. Although the criteria had been
established, only two nominations were
made and neither qualified. Several board
members said that people they'd talked to
about the award were either against it or at
best ambivalent about its value. Others felt
that the criteria were wrong, that the idea
had been poorly presented to the membership, and that the Mather, Tilden and
Departmental Valor Awards already
covered most of the territory. It was decided that the membership should also be
sounded out on this in the regional
caucuses.
• Constitutional revisions - Jim Tuck presented some proposed revisions to the
Association's constitution. The first was
the merging of bylaws and constitution,
which is the accepted method under the
new Robert's Rules of Order. The three
substantial changes would establish a procedure for the removal of a board member
for non-performance of duties or misfeasance, eliminate the secretary/treasurer
position because of its confusing overlap
with the executive secretary position, and
clarify the rules on length of terms of office. A motion was made to consolidate the
constitution and bylaws and passed
unanimously. Extensive discussion followed on the other proposals and revealed a
number of problems in their formulation.
Maureen asked that they be reexamined
and brought again before the board in the
next session.
• Liability - Jack Hoogland, the Association's counsel, discussed the problem of
liability for the Association when it serves
as a social host and offers alcohol to its
members. Although there was no problem
in Wyoming, some action should be considered prior to Rendezvous in other sites.
Several members suggested that a proper
middle road to take would be to print cautionary notices in Rendezvous programs,
develop an ANPR policy statement on serving alcohol, and hire bartenders in the
future. Jake felt that these options were all
acceptable, but that the Association should
make a conscious and deliberate statement
concerning this issue.
• Seasonal hiring - Maureen brought up
the survey of parks on seasonal hiring
which was conducted by the Service and in
which only two regions - Alaska and
Southeast - said that they had any difficulty
in hiring seasonals. A majority of the
board members felt that this was definitely
not the case, and that the problem was partially that the wrong question was asked —
that is, the questionnaire asked if enough
candidates had applied, not if enough
qualified candidates had applied. A sheet
of paper was circulated on which board
members listed parks with known hiring
problems; Maureen then asked Bill Blake
and Fred Szarka to draft a letter to the
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superintendents of these parks asking more
specific questions on difficulties they'd had
in getting qualified seasonal applicants.
• Health and life insurance - Debbie Trout
gave a status report on the program. Although there were some problems with it at
the outset, the initial response was very
good and Marsh McLennon had determined that the group of prospective candidates
was "excellent for underwriting". She gave
a breakdown on the responses to date:
Applications
Plan
Inquiries Submitted Approved
Major med.
301
44
27
Term life
174
7
—
Hosp. income 224
7
—
The low numbers of submissions and
approvals stemmed largely again from the
mobility of the seasonal work force.
Seasonals would call for information, then
move on and settle in a new rate area,
thereby requiring that the process be
started again. Board members noted
several other problems — the 800 information numbers were not well publicized,
regional reps were being asked to intermediate between seasonals and the company, regional and park personnel offices
often weren't advising people about the options available, and the company should be
sending out applications with their information brochures. These comments were
noted and will be passed on to the insurance company.
• Representation - Rick Gale brought up a
concern which had been voiced to him
about unequal representation on the board
— small and large regions each have a
single representative. An alternative to this
might be to have representatives by function, i.e. search and rescue, interpretation,
and so forth. Other arrangements might
also be workable. He asked that Maureen
appoint a group to look at the problem and
report by the next Rendezvous on their findings. It was felt by some that the time was
right to look at our organizational structure and to see if there might be better ways
to organize and operate effectively; others
thought that we might risk segregation by
specialty under such a reorganization.
Maureen asked that regional representatives check in their caucuses to see how
people felt on this proposal.
The board reconvened on Sunday for
a half-day session and continued discussion
of topics on the agenda:
• Constitutional revisions - Maureen put
all proposed revisions on hold, since it
seemed likely that a work group would be
organized to review the structure of the
Association and its recommendations
might necessitate constitutional changes
which would cancel or modify those under
current discussion.
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just for printing and mailing to 1600
members. Board members supported the
idea, particularly because of current concerns about just where ANPR is going and
what it's priorities should be. Since it seemed likely that the membership would support a work group to study the organization and future directions of the Association and that the results of the survey
would be critical to this effort, members
felt that the study should be designed,
printed and mailed as soon as possible.
Maureen asked that people think about the
issues and bring them to her later in the
week.

The highlight of the first day of the Rendezvous was the evening's social gathering, scene of
many a reunion among old friends.
Phil Ward
• Marketing - Kurt Topham, who
Maureen asked to handle marketing for the
Association, presented his proposal to
divide marketing into seven areas, overseen
by the members noted:
- Sales and promotional items - Pat
Quinn and several other Shenandoah
rangers would handle current ANPR sales
items and review and add items such as
jewelry and tacks.
- Rendezvous raffle - Nancy Wizner and
Kathy Clossin.
- Annual special raffle - Rick Gale.
- Commercial ads in Ranger - Bill
Halainen.
- Travel agency coordination - Dennis
Burnett.
- Special catalogue - A catalogue which
will be put together by R&R and will offer
a number of discount items to NPS
employees. Coordinator to be determined.
- Corporate donations - Rick Erisman
and Mary Sargent, respectively, as Eastern
and Western coordinators to arrange for
raffle donations, with an organized,
systematic approach to the task.
Although this proposal met with
general approval, it was suggested that we
should set up a separate fund raising
organization which would seek raffle donations and also go after contributions for the
ranger museum and other special projects.
It might also be wise to consider hiring
a professional for this task. Most members
supported this idea, and also felt that ANPR should state specifically where we'll be
employing the money collected each year at
the raffle. A motion was made to establish
a separate fundraising organization which
would seek funds for a variety of projects
and would not include the raffle. It passed
on a voice vote with one nay. Discussion
then continued on allocation of raffle

money, and culminated in a motion to have
half of the proceeds go to the ranger
museum and half be kept for discretionary
use. It also passed on a voice vote with two
nays.
• Executive Travel - Larry Adams, president of Executive Travel, spoke to the
board about the services his agency could
offer to us. Executive Travel is set up so
that non-profit organizations using them as
a travel agency will receive a return donation to the organization of 30% of the
commissions received. NASAR was the
first association to use Executive Travel,
and a half dozen other national organizations have since taken advantage of the
agency. Larry stressed that anyone can use
it, and that they only need to mention ANPR for the rebate to be credited to the
Association. He noted that many travelers
to the Rendezvous had employed Executive
Travel and that over $650 had so far been
returned to ANPR. Among other benefits
to the Association, Larry listed the full
spectrum of services his agency offers, the
guarantee of the lowest fares available on
the market, and several Rendezvousrelated pluses — assistance in Rendezvous
site selection, arrangement of gifts to the
Association by benefiting businesses (i.e.
free airline tickets, rooms, etc.), and lower
auto rental, room and other rates.
• NASAR proposal - Debbie Trout asked
the board members if they would agree to
an endorsement of NASAR's Response 87
emergency response conference. The board
endorsed the conference.
• Marketing survey of members - Maureen
asked if the board thought it appropriate to
conduct a survey of members similar to the
one done by AIN/WIA to determine
member perspectives on goals, future directions and so forth. Their survey cost $1800
9

The final board session was held on
Wednesday afternoon, during which the
remaining agenda items were covered and
some outstanding business was concluded.
• Rendezvous - Dennis Burnett, the
Rendezvous coordinator for the Association, spoke on Rendezvous site selection.
Next year, the Rendezvous will be held at
Great Gorge in western New Jersey between October 27th and November 1st.
After extensive review of candidates for
Rendezvous XII in 1988, he proposed that
the Snowbird Ski Resort, which is just outside of Salt Lake City, be selected. The
guaranteed room rate will be $49 per night,
single or double occupancy; there'll also be
20 dorm rooms available, each of which
will accomodate four people at the cost of
$12 per person per night. The hotel complex has seven restaurants, a deli and
numerous other assets. Child care will be
available. The dates will be October 8th
through the 14th, which includes the threeday Columbus Day weekend. A motion
was made to contract Snowbird and passed
unanimously. Dennis concluded by noting
that, with Larry Adams' assistance, he's
looking at Washington, D.C., Orlando,
Florida, Lake Geneva, Wisconsin, and
locations in the Pacific Northwest for
Rendezvous in 1989 and 1990.
• Training and fundraising - Maureen
spoke on the need to focus ANPR for the
next few years on these two areas. Because
many members feel that training and fundraising are particularly important to the
Association, she asked that work groups be
established on each, with Western vice
president Rob Amberger heading the fundraising group and Eastern vice president
Laurie Coughlan chairing the work group
on training. Each will prepare a statement
on scope of work to be submitted to her in
December, and efforts will be made to
sign-up interested members for each work
group.
• "Ranger of the Year" award - A brief
discussion was again held on the award,
with board members still of various minds
as to what direction to take. Maureen suggested that it be brought up at the business
meeting to see what members felt we
should do with it.
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• Seasonal hiring - Fred Szarka read the
draft letter that had been prepared to send
to superintendents of parks with known
seasonal hiring problems. It was accepted
with minor editorial changes. Bill Blake
will send them to the regional representatives, who will in turn send them to the
parks. Responses are to be returned to Bill
within a month of mailing.
• NPCA staffing/personnel position paper Maureen distributed copies of NPCA's
position paper on the course of action
they'll recommend to the Service on personnel and staffing concerns and asked
that board members read it and return
comments to her by November 15th.
• Department recognition of ANPR
-Maureen read a letter from Bill Supernaugh which recommended that the Association seek official recognition from the
Department of Interior as an employee association, thereby establishing a consultive
relationship with the Department and entitling the Association to certain benefits,
such as the use of government time and
supplies in the pursuit of ANPR business.
There was general agreement that we need
to look closely at the proposal before taking any action, and that the full membership needs to vote on this issue. Maureen
asked Bill Supernaugh, Bill Halainen and
Jake Hoogland to look into this further.
• Mini-rendezvous funds - Bill Blake made
a motion that the money presently set aside
for use for regional mini-rendezvous ($250
per representative per year) be used either
for mini-rendezvous or to reimburse
regional reps for travels to parks for recruitment and other Association business.
It was noted that the original resolution
authorizing the expenditure of those funds
allows regional reps to conduct such travel.
The motion was withdrawn.
• ANPR accomplishments - Bill Blake
asked that an article be prepared for
Ranger which would recount the Association's accomplishments over the past ten
years. Maureen agreed to prepare this.
• Introductory letters - Bill Blake suggested that the president of the Association
send letters introducing newly elected
regional representatives to their respective
regional directors and asking that the
region inform the representatives of
upcoming meetings and other activities
with potential impacts on the profession.
Maureen agreed to prepare such letters.
• Member survey - A motion was made to
direct the president to pursue the member
survey which had been proposed in the previous meeting. It passed on unanimous
voice vote.

All in the Family
Ranger reports on transfers, departures
from the Service and retirements in each
issue. Entries should be typed or clearly
printed and contain all essential information (particularly correct name spellings).
Send to: Editor, Ranger, Apt. D-422, 3004
Lee Highway, Arlington, VA 22201.
Alley, Timothy - from park ranger, Delaware Water Gap, to same, Harpers
Ferry.
Anderson, Tony - from superintendent,
Grand Portage, to same, St. Croix.
Bankie, Charles - from park ranger, Jefferson National Expansion, to same, Fort
Point, Golden Gate.
Bardsley, Kristen - from park ranger,
Shenandoah, to supervisory park
ranger, Yosemite.
Batman, Richard - from park ranger,
Shenandoah, to retirement.
Bell, Clyde R. - from park ranger,
Colonial (Jamestown), to park ranger
(historian), Saratoga.
Bielenberg, Warren - from chief park
naturalist, Shenandoah, to same, Delaware Water Gap.
Braley, Mike - from park ranger,
Voyageurs, to review officer, IRS,
Austin, Texas.
Carter, Dennis - from chief park
naturalist, Shenandoah, to same,
Delaware Water Gap.
Chew, John - from district ranger,
Shenandoah, to Department of
Transportation, Washington.
Clarfield, Bonnie - from seasonal park
ranger (fire tower), Dinosaur, to park
ranger, Ocmulgee.
Coffield, Thomas - from park ranger,
Effigy Mounds, to resignation.
Culhane, Brian - from park ranger,
George Washington Memorial Parkway
to National Parks and Conservation
Association.
Einwalter, Dean - from management assistant, Ozark, to superintendent, Grand
Portage.
Grediagin, Pat - from park ranger,
Canyonlands, to same, Grand Canyon.
Hill, Cedric - from park ranger, Jefferson National Expansion, to resignation.
Hill, Marc - from park ranger, Cuyahoga,
to special agent, DEA, Cleveland,
Ohio.
Hollar, Duncan - from park ranger,
Everglades, to supervisory park ranger,
Yosemite.
Huseman, Martha - from dispatcher,
Cuyahoga, to park ranger, same.
Irving, Roy - from dispatcher, Indiana
Dunes, to park ranger, same.
Kangas, Larry - from park ranger,
Big South Fork, to same, Pictured
Rocks.
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Marcy, Connie - from park ranger,
Grand Teton, to administration, Rocky
Mountain.
Maynes, Barb - from seasonal supervisory park ranger, Denali, to park
ranger, George Washington Birthplace.
McCluskey, Marlene - from editorial
assistant, Channel Islands, to resignation.
McCluskey, Reed - from park ranger,
Channel Islands, to supervisory park
ranger, Grand Canyon.
McFarland, Boyd - from park ranger,
Bryce Canyon, to resignation.
McFarland, Linda - from program clerk,
maintenance, Bryce Canyon, to purchasing agent, Acadia.
McKeeman, Bruce D. - from site manager,
Johnstown Flood, to same, Great Falls
Park.
Nielson, Carl - from park ranger, Chattahoochee, to same, California State
Park.
Parker, Dave - from park ranger, Everglades, to sub-district ranger, Buffalo
National River.
Ritterbusch, K. Paige - from park ranger,
Lincoln Home, to same, Jefferson
National Expansion.
Rudy, Cathy - from park ranger, Guadalupe Mountains, to chocolatier,
"Chocolate Enchantment", Santa Fe,
N.M.
Sager, Alan - from park ranger, Delaware
Water Gap, to same, Shenandoah.
Smith, Cheryl - from park ranger, U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers, to same,
Cuyahoga.
Sprague, Lorrie - from park ranger,
Everglades, to LWOP.
Stimpson, Dave - from park ranger,
Grand Canyon, to same, Canyonlands.
Thompson, Dale - from park ranger, Hot
Springs, to same, Chisos Basin, Big
Bend.
Toops, Pat - from park ranger, Buffalo
National River, to resource management specialist, Natchez Trace.
Van Inwagen, William - from park ranger,
Ellis Island, to same, Cuyahoga.
Wyant, Chuck - from park ranger, C&O
Canal, to same, Harpers Ferry.
Wrye, Ronald - from superintendent,
Acadia, to same, Shenandoah.
Yates, Robert - from park ranger,
Shenandoah, to assistant district ranger,
same.
Zieman, Dennis - from park ranger, Shenandoah, to assistant sub-district ranger,
Grand Tetons.
Editor's Note: Thanks to Cathy Rudy
for the best "All in the Family" entry to
date. If you're out there Cathy, we'd sure
like to see your PD.
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Keynote Addresses
Mr. Lopez Comments
The keynote address was given by
author Barry Lopez, who spoke on "The
Rediscovery of North America."
Mr. Lopez began his presentation by
saying how "very honored" he was to be at
the Rendezvous.
"I don't speak in public very much
anymore because of commitments to other
work that is very important to me," he
said, but he accepted our invitation
because of his "regard for the work that
you d o . "
"There are a great many people, as
anonymous to you as you are to them, who
think very highly of the work you've committed yourselves t o , " he said.
Because of this, Lopez said he took
the invitation seriously and came to speak
on "one of the most serious issues" facing
us today — "the relationships human beings have to the landscapes they inhabit."
Lopez acknowledged that his concept
of the rediscovery of North America was
"slightly grandiose", but offered it to his
listeners as a vehicle for developing "some
other sense of this place, which we have inhabited for the past 500 years."
Europeans, he noted, largely came to
this land in search of the storied riches of
the Far East, but were also lured by the
natural resources of North America —
fish, timber, furs, the seemingly limitless
bounties of the land.
"This early understanding of North
America has been perpetuated, so many of
our land policies are still based on an unfounded folklore of unlimited natural
wealth," he said, a conception that "is
poorly thought out, and, at this point, is
proving to be a disastrous policy."
As an alternative, we need to rethink
the relationship of man to the landscape,
and to understand all over again what it has
to offer, much of which is "emotional,
spiritual and intellectual." We must try to
come to an understanding of what we are
— as individuals, as a culture, and as a
species — and we must try to understand
the character and nature of the land much
as we would try to know a person. We have
abundant opportunities to do this, he said,
because we live in a relatively unique country with large stretches of "unmanipulated
landscape."
"If we bring the wisdom of 10,000
years of Western civilization to bear on
these aboriginal landscapes, we will expose
the flaws in an economics based on a myth
of boundless resources." Then "we would
have something quite extraordinary to offer the world" from these sanctuaries we
call national parks.
"The last thing a park is is a
playground," he said. "This is not an
understanding that should be perpetuated,

or which the rest of the world can benefit
from."
Lopez then addressed two themes that
he felt were critical to a reassessment of our
position in the natural world and to the
rediscovery of North America. The first
concerned patterns and perceptions of life
in the land; the second concerned human
interaction with the land.
Lopez talked about his frequent
travels in the company of highly competent
and educated people. Because he travels as
a writer "in service to others", he said he
has developed a "cultivated sense of
naivete" and an "obligation to listen."
Because of this, he's come to understand
landscape through the tutoring of people
who may have "radically different
philosophical points of view."
On one occasion, he was driving with
a biologist on the North Rim of the Grand
Canyon following a mountain lion's trail.
At one point, the biologist, who was considered quite knowledgeable on the subject
of mountain lions, said: "You know, this
animal's not in the data — it's here (in the
biologist's heart and mind)." The biologist
then made a sardonic remark about the
value of such a subjective perception, and,
when Lopez sough to reassure him about
the value of scientific inquiry, the biologist
countered that "he was not a scientist, but
an historian."
"This was one of the most insightful
comments I've ever heard a field biologist
make," he said. He meant he knew only
these mountain lions, in this place, over
these ten years. He couldn't speak for the
species in other places, or in other eras.
"I wish we had a larger understanding
of that idea," Lopez said. The biologist
was so well tutored by the mountain lions
to an understanding of that landscape,
what it meant to lions in those years, that
he came to understand the flaw in the idea
that one animal or one place could stand
for all.
On another occasion, Lopez traveled
with some anthropologists to the prehistoric site of a mass slaughter of muskoxen. Even though he is sympathetic to
Eskimo people and their hunting needs,
Lopez said that "it was impossible to grasp
the frame of mind that created a situation
like that." One of the anthropologists
commented that "you ignore at your peril
the variety in human expression."
We tend to think that all people want
to be like us, or that "we have found in our
culture the highest and most moral expression of the human mind." But this is a
dangerous and limiting perception, he said,
which excludes other dissimilar but still
valid points of view.
Enlarging on this idea of the variety of
animal and human perception, and on the
error inplicit in seeing any one as exclusively correct, Lopez cited a German biologist
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who in 1934 defined these differences in
perception as umwelten. Each animal, the
biologist said, has a different way of
perceiving his environment, contingent on
the variety, acuity and hierarchy of the
animal's senses. These are frequently different from our own.
"The history of looking at animals —
at least in the 20th century — has been one
of mostly paying attention to things"
Lopez said. "It's only been recently that
we've come to understand, through the
assistance of ecologists, that it's not things
that are really important, but the relationships or patterns among them." It is
allright for an individual to die, for example; "what is tragic is the loss of pattern of
intricate relationships" among animals and
the land in which they live.
"There is a tendency to believe that
natural history is an antiquated pursuit,"
he said. But natural history, perhaps the
oldest of our fields of inquiry, still provides
the basis for an extremely sophisticated
understanding of ourselves and our world.
"Natural history looks at patterns which
the human mind can then apply itself to.
Having done that, we arrive at enormously
complex perceptions."
By example, Lopex talked about snow
geese. After watching them for some time,
he said, you can't help but be aware "that
you're facing the same fundamental questions as a particle physicist", that is, what
is the difference between the individual and
the group? When two flocks of several
thousand geese fly through each other
without any collisions or rise and move as
one in respose to a threat, you have to
wonder how this coordination occurs.
"It is a demonstration on a
dramatically different scale of the same
behavior that fascinates physicists," he
said.
Although it's important in natural
history to know the names of things and
their individual histories, it is more important, and closer to the original intent of
natural history, to study patterns of
association and behavior.
' 'The older part of natural history is to
study what the patterns are and what those
patterns mean to human beings," he said.
"Increasingly, what we're doing today is
trying to preserve the beneficial patterns
around us."
From this theme, Lopez moved to that
of human interaction with the landscape.
In the evolution of a culture similar to
ours, he said, a split often occurs. The
culture "abstracts itself from nature, saying 'We are no longer a part of nature. We
will henceforth use it for our own ends.'"
Such cultures seek to control nature and to
make it serve them.
Although Lopez disavowed the
romanticism many people feel for
aboriginal cultures (there is "darkness and
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light" in us all), he held that many native
people have avoided this "classical
dichtomy" and have "maintained
themselves within the context of nature."
A true understanding of nature encompasses all aspects of it. "The natural
world is both beautiful and terrifying," he
said. It also is "an indifferent place." It is
not the natural world as presented on
television or in wilderness calendars, the
latter of which he called "another sort of
Playboy calendar."
"The attempt to abstract ourselves
from nature is, historically, an attempt to
devise a moral and dignified way of life
that is perceived not to be a part of the
natural world," he said. It's important to
understand this point, because it explains
the "superior" attitude of people in this
against-nature camp.
Because the rate of change for man
has so far outstripped the rate of change in
the natural world, and because we are so
confused by the perceived dichtomy of
ourselves as both part of nature (through
science) and separate from it (through
history), it is crucial to have places where
"an atmosphere of retreat" prevails, where
we can reflect upon and reappraise
ourselves and our world in an unmanipulated natural context. National
parks are extremely important for this pursuit, he said, and our jobs are important in
part because we protect these retreats.
Lopez then turned to a closer and
more specific analysis of the problems
rangers have in protecting such lands.
The Park Service, he noted, enjoys
considerable popular support, and both the
Forest Service and Fish and Wildlife share
this support to some extent. But what
about BLM? In the southern California
deserts where serious resource destruction
is occuring (one-third of the archaeological
sites in the area have been vandalized or
destroyed and abut one percent of all artifacts are stolen each year), there are only
21 rangers to protect 12 million acres
against the industrial and recreational
demands of 15 million people living in the
nearby Los Angeles Basin. The BLM continues to work on behalf of the land despite
a lack of funds, a lack of friends, and a
lack of bureaucratic support.
"They have not given up," Lopez
said. "Many of these people have come to
work for that institution with a deep sense
of commitment to the desert. They are embarrassed and angered by references (to
their agency) as the Bureau of Livestock
and Mining," but they fight on in face of
arrogant adversity from insensitive, illeducated people for whom the land is only
a vacant lot, a playground, or a warehouse
of free materials.
"Where is the law that protects us
from that kind of barbarism?" he asked.
Most of the people causing the destruction
"don't know or care about human history.

Barry Lopez talks with members after his keynote address (above); Director Mott and
NPCA 's Destry Jarvis discuss a point the Director made in his speech.
Top: Phil Ward. Bottom: Amy Vanderbilt

To them it is either something that needs to
be rewritten or is wrong. They have no
sense that to destroy an artifact of human
history is to despise your parents, to take
your children's sense of place from them."
"This is a tragedy we all face," he
said. "It makes many of us despair."
Lopez then talked about the parks and
their protection.
"While we're trying to preserve in our
natural parks a record of biological and
human history, I think we're also trying to
preserve something a little harder to
understand," he said. "A foundation for
the rediscovery of North America, the
perpetuation of the idea that a resource
does not have to be used in order to be
valuable, and that the land has a dignity
and a power all its own. It does not require
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anything from us. Parks preserve the idea
that something does not have to have a
purpose to have life."
Another important reason for parks,
he said, is that they preserve the patterns of
life. The study of these patterns makes it
possible for us to understand interrelationships among myriad things and helps us to
determine when someone arranges facts in
a pattern that is false — when someone, in
other words, lies. An animal, for example,
is defined by a complex relationship to the
pattern of elements in its environment. An
animal in a zoo cage is not "a bear." It's
"a lie". It is uprooted from the pattern
that defines it. Parks perserve an animal's
full context.
In our work as rangers, we also
preserve the history of human beings in a
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fashion that leaves it "open for interpretation to every human mind, regardless of
predilection"; we also "preserve the
blueprint of relationships that lie outside of
human influence."
Lopez talked about the preservation
of pattern in the Galapagos Islands, and
the extraordinary job wardens do there.
The 72 who are assigned to the islands
work 364 days a year, live on little money
($1,600 per year) and in spartan conditions,
and are almost completely isolated from
society. But to sit among them, he said, is
to sit "with heroes, with people of great integrity, fiercely devoted to their work."
"They know exactly what their lives
are about," he said. "They're selfgenerating and they look to each other in
order to renew their commitments" to the
islands.
"It's no stretching of the imagination
at all to say that this is exactly what you
do," he said. "You represent something
that goes beyond a job. You have an essential dedication which we all should be very
proud of."
He closed by urging rangers to do
several things — to stand firm in protecting
the patterns our parks encompass, to take
care of and support each other in trying
times ("although your calling is high, people don't understand it"), to read widely
and broadly in order to better understand
and interpret a park, and to do "a wordless
thing — to remind each other with a glance
of the great dignity of the work you d o . "
"I speak for other people, as well as
myself, all of whom are grateful for what
you do, and to whom you are heroic."
Editor's Note: Heeding Barry's advice
to read widely and broadly, several people
at the Rendezvous asked him to recommend further reading in natural history. He
has in turn passed along a bibliography
from the autumn issue of the literary
magazine, Antaeus, which focused on
natural history. It will appear in the next
issue of Ranger. If you would prefer to obtain the magazine now, you can do so by
sending $10.00 plus postage to Anteaus, 18
West 30th Street, New York, NY WOOL
Along
with
Barry's
annotated
bibliography,
the issue
contains
bibliographies by John Hay, Robert Finch,
Gretel Erlich, Annie Dillard and Edward
Hoagland.

Director Mott's Comments
Director William Penn Mott, who was
introduced as the Association's "newest
life member", opened his comments by
saying how pleased he was to be "in this inspiring and beautiful country, and to have
the opportunity to meet with you — a very
special group, unique in the true sense of
the word."
"I don't know of a single organization
in the United States that can bring out as

many people as there are here and have
everyone pay their own way," he said.
"It's easy to get a lot of people out when
the government or private sector pays the
expenses, but where else do you find the
kind of enthusiasm and dedication that's
indicated by your presence here at this
Rendezvous?"
"What's special and unique is that
you care," he added, and said that he's
found such caring among Service employees wherever he's traveled throughout
the System, largely because we still see
ourselves as a family and care about both
the parks and each other.
The Director said that this sense of
caring became evident recently when he
received 32 letters from employees criticizing him for an August memorandum which
apparently took the superintendent of
Mount Rushmore to task for a decision
he'd made on a park issue.
"I want all of you to know that that
was not
the p u r p o s e of
the
memorandum," he said. "I hadn't even
thought of that. In order to clear Dan
Wenk, I have written a special letter —
you'll all get copies of it — so that there'll
be no misunderstanding that I didn't consider that (his decision) was detrimental to
his career. I'll be more careful in the
future."
"One of the things that disturbed me
about the letters I received was that in
writing to me and commenting, (the writers
felt) that they were taking a calculated
risk," the Director continued. "That really
disturbs me because, even though we function as a family, I think that we should be
free to make comments and to make suggestions and to criticize."
"I would hope that you'll feel free to
do so, and that your supervisors would
understand that that's the way to build an
organization," he said. "I'm going to encourage calculated risk decision making,
and I'm going to encourage people to make
comments. There's always two sides to a
story. You shouldn't be fearful that those
kinds of comments and suggestions are going to incriminate you or make it difficult
for you to move up in your (career)."
The Director then went on to address
some of the problems which the Service
currently faces and is working "very, very
carefully and seriously" to resolve, including the specialist/generalist issue,
housing, grade comparability, mobility and
foreign assignments.
Concerning the latter, he said that the
Service has frequently employed the same
people on foreign assignments because of
their recognized expertise, but that these
assignments will be open to everyone in the
Service in the future. Regional directors
will be asked to suggest candidates, and
people will be picked from the list that is
then developed.
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Mobility will be improved in the
future, the Director said, because "we will
be expanding", which will create job opportunities, and because a mobility program is currently being worked on.
"We're getting together a list of people who've been in their jobs three, five or
ten years," he said, "with the idea of
developing a mobility plan that will make it
possible for an individual to move around
and gain experience throughout the Service."
One mobility concern which Director
Mott spoke on at some length was the
selection of superintendents. He said that
there's a perception abroad that such selections are a "foregone conclusion" and that
"it's a waste of time and energy to put your
name on a list (of candidates)."
"That is not the case," he said.
"These jobs are not stacked and are not
going to be stacked." In actuality, the
regional directors are being asked to
recommend candidates, and he is then interviewing them. In the soon-to-be announced filling of ten superintendencies,
two weren't advertised because of pressing
personal considerations, but the others
were open to all interested candidates
Director Mott then briefly covered a
wide range of topics of current interest:
• The budget - "We have been very well
taken care of in the budget," he said. The
base has been increased from $579 million
to $650 million, and we are going to be
given an advance of about $50 million in
anticipation of projected revenues from the
new fee collection program.
• Fees - Although the fees bill that was
making its way through Congress was not
passed, Senator McClure made an amendment to the budget bill which permits the
Service to start collecting fees from units of
the System in which fee collection is feasible and not prohibited by park enabling
legislation. Projected revenues are in the
vicinity of $70 million, and the Service
should net about $50 million after overhead costs. (Details on collection and distribution of funds went out to all parks in a
memorandum which followed the Rendezvous).
"There are some superintendents I've
contacted in my travels who philosophically feel that we should not collect fees and
that the parks should be free to the public,
including camping," he said. "This is no
longer a valid position to take. The public
will support fees provided they go to the
parks which collect them."
• Reorganization - Director Mott said that
he's reorganizing the Washington office to
create an associate director for interpretation so that interpretation "will be given
some status and an opportunity to expand
the vision of what interpretation is all
about." He said that we have a responsibility to educate people on what the parks
are all about and why they need to be pro-
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tected, and that we also have to recognize
that the chairs of all the Congressional
committees we deal with will be held within
25 years by people from urban areas
"whose concerns are going tobe the social
problems of urban centers." This means
that it will be increasingly important for interpretation to develop constituents in
those areas "through intensive, educational interpretive programs", and this is
one major reason for the reorganization.
As associate director for interpretation "will have an opportunity to talk to
his peers in operations, natural resource
management and cultural resource management and will be on an equal basis to
assure that (such programs) are coordinated into a total effort," he said. "We
have fragmentation at present, and that's
not giving us the best results in connection
with that program."
A "very intensive study" is also being
conducted of the Service's science program
to determine if it is efficient and going in
the right direction, he said, and "there may
be some reorganization in that area."
• Reports - The Director said that he asked
for a report on how many reports the Service requires, and got back a 16-page list.
"There is duplication and I'm sure that
there are reports that were created ten years
ago that nobody decided to stop and are
still going on," he said. "We're going to
solve that problem. Unless they're essential, we're going to get rid of them."
• New areas - Director Mott talked about
two new areas — Great Basin and Steamtown. He said he was particuarly excited
about the former because he'd worked on
the intial proposals when he was a Park
Service employee many years ago, and that
the 77,000-acre area was going to be signed
into law in October. He also was in favor
of Steamtown in Scranton, Pennsylvania,
because it will give the Service an opportunity to tell the story of railroading in the
United States. Along with a roundhouse,
shops and other buildings, we have the opportunity to acquire a $6 million collection
of American Flyer trains. (As an aside, he
mentioned that the Service is also working
on a program to have an interpreter aboard
a coast-to-coast Amtrak train to interpret
railroading and the historic and cultural
areas along the way, possibly employing a
special railroad car which will be used as an
auditorium.) He predicted that, despite
criticism, "we'll have at Scranton a firstclass national park unit that will be very,
very popular and will be the best in the
world" on trains.
"I'm sure there'll be some additional
units next year," the Director added, and
said that among the likely prospects are
Tall Grass Prairie, El Malpais lava flow in
New Mexico, a new desert park in California, and expansion of Joshua Tree and
Death Valley and elevation of both to national park status.

• Litter - The Service spent $15 million last
year on litter collection, and the Director
said that it's "terribly important" that we
resolve this problem. He said that he'd just
visited George Washington Carver NHS,
and had been impressed that "one of the
things Carver was obsessed with was litter"
and that he "went around preaching cleaning up litter" to students and others. The
Director asked everyone to pick up litter,
and to educate the public on this problem
so that we could apply that $15 million to
more pressing Service needs.
• Christmas decorations - The Director
said that last year's program to decorate
the tree in the Washington office with
decorations made by the parks "had a
tremendous impact on the people in
Washington" and that "we've got some
ideas we're going to develop this year in
order to make a bigger splash in the
Department than we did last year."
• Courier - Courier presents employees
with "the opportunity to get ideas before
all of our people, including retirees", he
said. "I wish that you would help the
editor to produce stories, because she can't
do it all alone. We need inspirational, exciting, creative and innovative stories." He
asked that people with good ideas put them
down and send them in to Mary Maruca,
the editor of Courier.
• Single-parent families - Since singleparent families are clearly on the increase,
Director Mott suggested that it might be
possible for either the Service or concessions to develop day care facilities in the
parks, and said that it would be a "tremendous first" to be able to provide day care
so that parents could go out and hike or see
the parks.
• Senior citizens - There's also a clear increase in the number of senior citizens
coming to parks, he said, and added that
"they have particular requirements that we
have to consider." While on a recent trip to
Bryce Canyon, he talked to several seniors
who were enjoying the parks during the
days but complained that there was
nothing to do at night. The Director said
that he suggested to park employees that
they develop a bingo game for them, "not
for gambling purposes but for educational
purposes and as another way of providing
them with things they like to d o . " He encouraged his listeners to ' 'get your creative
juices Bowing" and to think about such innovative ways of dealing with visitors.
• Horace Albright Fund - Director Mott
said that he went to see Laurence
Rockefeller to get him to contribute to the
fund, and that Rockefeller had pledged
$250,000 from his private foundation,
another $250,000 from the Rockefeller
Foundation, and asked that the Service
write to Reader's Digest to seek another
$500,000 in matching funds (Rockefeller is
on that magazine's board). He also pledged
a $500,000 donation next year if the Service
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could match it. The Director asked each
employee to make a contribution, no matter the amount, so that he could go to corporations and show our sincerity and desire
to see the fund set up. He asked members
to think about sabbatical requests, and to
think about who should be on the board to
administer the fund.
In closing, Director Mott said that we
need to increase our efforts to publicize
Park Service successes. "We're doing some
fine work," he said, "but it's not getting
out to the public." As an example, he
noted that there'd been a lot of sensational
writing about grizzlies lately, but that not
much had been said about the increase in
the bear population this year at
Yellowstone, where 43 new cubs were
recorded.
"The research we've done is beginning
to pay off, and we need to get that information out to the public so that they
understand," he said. "Everybody is
beginning to recognize the quality and
significance of the National Park System,
and that's because of your caring and efforts."

Deputy Director
Galvin's Comments
Deputy Director Dennis Galvin spoke
on the afternoon of the opening day of the
Rendezvous, and offered some thoughts on
the values and purposes of national parks
and on the work that we do to protect
them.
He first read a letter from Horace
Albright, who "offered his heartiest
greetings" and said that he wished he could
be at the Rendezvous "to sit around the
campfire and swap yarns with you."
Albright said that he was sure that participants weren't awaiting any "words of
wisdom from a 96-year-old ranger", but
had come across a memo written in 1932 by
then superintendent of Southwest parks
Frank "Boss" Pinkley which he thought
worth sharing with members. That memo
said that employees should be careful not
to lose the Park Service spirit in the clamor
of current events, and that it was probably
just as well that funds would not be forthcoming in the amounts sought.
"We're not going to get much money
this year or next," the Pinkley memo said.
This was just as well, the memo continued,
because employees wouldn't have to worry
about "whether we're going to get all the
things we'd like" and could instead spend
time thinking about the purpose and directions of the Park Service.
"And I should add that if you have
any doubts left about your purpose (as a
ranger)," Albright continued, "go to the
city and change your profession. You stand
for something fine and lasting, which is the
goal of preserving and caring for America's
scenic and historic areas and serving the
public."
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Galvin then turned to his own perspectives and thoughts on the Service and the
System.
"I find that I do my best thinking
about the National Park System these days
when I visit it," he said, adding that the administrative complexities of running the
Service take up virtually all of his time and
that he finds himself spending "too many
hours doing the things that I'd rather not
have to do." Because of this, he finds that
he now turns to the parks for the "solace
and comfort" that so many others seek in
traveling to them.
Galvin spoke eloquently about his
"strong personal and emotional attachment" to the Grand Tetons, Yellowstone
and the surrounding mountains and valleys
of the northern Rockies. He recalled a recent visit to the Tetons which had been particularly memorable — the colors were just
turning on the trees, the wildlife had been
abundant, and, as he stood watching the
mountains late in the day, a sudden storm
arose, raced through, and blew out in time
for a spectacular sunset.
"Those ten minutes standing in the
wind watching the clouds lift off the peaks
were memorable, and I'm sure I'll never
forget them," Galvin said. "My park experiences are probably not very different
from yours, though, and probably not very
different from the catalogue of experiences
that visitors get from parks."

He talked about the special feeling of
place that the parks give to us, and quoted
the definition of place that appears in the
introduction of A Sense of Place: The Artist in the American Landscape. A
memorable or evocative place, the author
said, is "a piece of the whole environment
that has been claimed by the feelings...
(and) which haunts us and against which
we often measure our present."
"The National Park System is a collection of very special American places,"
Galvin said, and described parks as "places
against which people measure their present,
places that are important not only to visit
but to remember, not only to play in but to
revere."
Galvin followed with a story illustrating this point. When at the Grand
Canyon once, he was at an overlook when
"a man with a baseball cap and a beer belly
walked to the rim, looked down at the canyon, and said to his wife: 'It was
glaciers.'"
"I thought about that a lot," he said.
"It comes pretty close to the ultimate national park experience — and I mean that
— because it was (an example) of a visitor
confronting his environment and explaining it." It mattered less that he was wrong
than that he was attempting to understand
it, and it's one of our important duties as
rangers "to make that confrontation between species and planet a little more meaningful."

"The National Park Service probably
helped inspire the wonder that made that
guy want to explain his surroundings,"
Galvin said.
Many people have the same reaction
to cultural sites, he said, and told about the
very sincere and personal poems, letters,
songs and so forth that many people submitted to the Service this year regarding the
Statue of Liberty. One Russian immigrant,
who apparently had never been to see the
statue, wrote a poem which was "filled
with an intense emotional attachment" to
it.
"I don't think that it's important
whether or not she had ever visited the
statue," Galvin said. "What was important was her feeling of love for this country, and the transfer of that love to an important symbol, a symbol we are privileged
to maintain."
"Maybe this is a strange thing to talk
to the Association of National Park
Rangers about," he said, but added that it
was perhaps more important to talk to us
about such things than to address "vitally
i m p o r t a n t " programmatic concerns
because of our importance to the preservation and interpretation of the national
parks.
"The ranger is the ultimate symbol of
the National Park Service," he said. "If
the National Park System is a collection of
symbols and emotions and places, the
Continued on page 24
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Having developed the art of interpretation to a high degree, the Park Service is increasingly stepping back and looking at the science of evaluating interpretation. . . Interpretive Views is a welcome addition to the growing body of professional literature dealing with evaluating interpretation. I urge each of you to join in the professional debate
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—William Penn Mott, Jr.
Director, National Park Service
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General and
Business Meetings
President Maureen Finnerty opened
the first general session on Monday with
her report on the "State of the Association."
She began by noting that the Association now has more than 1500 members (up
nine percent from 1985) and is on a "sound
professional footing", then recounted the
progress that the Association had made
over the year on the seasonal health insurance plan, the mobility policy, the 025
comparability study, and a number of
other issues (see "Board Meetings" for a
more detailed summary). But, she added,
there is much to do in the future.
The Association has grown rapidly in
its ten years, she said, and the time is at
hand for a reevaluation of our purpose and
directions. We need to determine if we've
strayed too far from our original course,
and if we're focusing on the right issues.
Although we have justifiably spent a good
deal of time on personnel issues and will
need to do so in the future, it's also important that we keep support of the National
Park System in mind. The two, she said,
are closely related, however, because the
parks will be adequately protected only if
the Service retains top quality employees
and keeps them motivated.
Maureen summarized some of the
varying opinions that have been stated
recently on the Association and its future
directions. Some think we should be entirely separate from management, because we
may be compromising too much by working closely with them; some feel that ANPR should be headed by a paid, non-NPS
executive director, thereby making it possible to take stronger advocacy positions
with the government; some think we
should reorganize to have proportional or
functional representatives and a president
who is not in a management position. All
these, she said, needed to be examined
closely in the regional caucuses that were to
follow, and that we should then work
together to set a proper course for the
future.
The opening business meeting was
held late on the same day.
Debbie Trout began the session with a
report on the Association's finanical and
organizational status and on the previous
two days' board meetings, and Fred Szarka
presented a summary of the motions that
had been made in that meeting, all of
which had passed. Jim Tuck and Laurie
Sprague followed with reports on the accomplishments and current status of the
ranger museum and dual career work
groups.
Laurie Coughlan and Paul Broyles
next summarized the results of the regional

caucuses, with Laurie speaking for the
Eastern regions (NAR, NCR, MAR, SER
and MWR) and Paul for the Western
regions (RMR, SWR, WR, PNWR and
AR).
The Eastern regions:
• continued to support the idea of allowing seasonals to apply to more than two
parks per year;
• felt that mini-rendezvous do not need to
be self-supporting, but that they should be
if possible and that they should be conducted in conjunction with official
NPS/ANPR supported training courses
when possible;
• supported ANPR involvement in training;
• opposed reorganization of the Association, either through new forms of representation of proportional representation;
• opposed any move to make ANPR a
lobbying organization with an executive
director;
• supported the idea of having a
"cabinet" of subject-matter advisors to the
president;
• strongly felt that all officer positions
should be open to all candidates, and that
it was not inappropriate to have a manager
as president;
• generally agreed that alumni should be
represented by regional reps;
• favored improvement of communications within ANPR, particularly between
members and reps;
• supported fund-raising for the ranger
museum;
• opposed the "Ranger of the Year"
award;
• supported a member survey;
• supported the draft letter to the Director
opposing the planned reorganization (see
below);
• supported the idea of addressing issues
concerning the National Park System,
rather than just the profession; and
• "overwhelmingly supported" the idea of
having such regional caucuses at all future
Rendezvous because they provided a means
whereby members could directly express
their opinions on issues under discussion at
the Rendezvous.
The Western regions:
• favored a move to rejuvenate the general
business meeting at each Rendezvous and
to increase member enthusiasm in the
management of the Association;
• supported the idea of regional caucuses
at the Rendezvous and asked that there be
more of them, particularly before business
meetings;
• advocated the support of the National
Park System rather than just the National
Park Service, but felt that we should continue to support "human resources";
• supported the current statement of
Association purposes;
• opposed any move toward a union, but
underscored the possibility that such an ac16

tion may be reconsidered if critical concerns are not addressed by the Association;
• supported the idea of an ANPRsponsored meeting which would focus on
"stewardship and the system";
• felt that the Association's organization
should not be changed unless necessary and
that internal communications should be
improved;
• favored the early nomination of candidates at each Rendezvous so that
members could talk with candidates;
• strongly supported ANPR involvement
with training of "universal" scope, such as
supervision; and
• favored the development of the ranger
museum and the mobilization of support
for it throughout the NPS.
Since the hour was by then late, it was
decided to bring a number of resolutions to
the floor for member consideration but
postpone action on them until a subsequent
business meeting. It was moved that:
• ANPR make a resolution opposing
legislation which would authorize
volunteers to perform fee collection;
• the third item of the purposes of the
Association be amended by inserting "and
the National Park System" so that the line
would read " . . . t o support management
and the perpetuation of the National Park
Service and the National Park System";
• the Association support the following
resolution:
"We applaud the Director's recent announcement of the creation of the position
of Associate Director, Interpretation, for
the indication of the importance the Director feels for this aspect of National Park
Rangers' duties. For too long, interpretation has received rhetoric but no funds to
back up what has been professed by upper
level management as high importance.
We cannot, however, agree with the
placement of interpretation on a different
level from other ranger activities,
specifically the area of visitor protection.
We therefore propose that, because a National Park Ranger's duties are composed
of three equally important activities — Interpretation, Resources Management and
Visitor Protection — that a more appropriate reorganization would result in
the following:
Associate Director, Park Operations
- Interpretation Division
- Visitor Protection Division
- Resources Management Division
- Concessions Division
- Engineering & Safety Services
Division
This would more appropriately reflect
the relative importance of the activities that
comprise park operations.
It is of prime importance that all those
divisions listed above be recognized as
parts of the total 'Park Operations'
organization.
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Further, we propose the elimination
of the term 'Ranger Activities' or 'Chief
Ranger' in application to any one division
throughout the Service. Use of the term
always causes concern and confusion and is
not acurate when applied only to one division;"
• the membership should direct the president to appoint a task force of three
members to participate in and work with
any WASO group that is developing supplemental classification guides to the
GS-025 classification standards and that
this motion be voted on and resolved at this
Rendezvous;
• there be two seasonal representatives on
the board - one from the East and one
from the West.
The final business meeting on Thursday began with several short reports. Fred
Szarka summarized the previous business
meeting, Dennis Burnett announced the
selection of the site for Rendezvous XI, Bill
Wade recounted the report on Executive
Travel that was given to the board, and
Andrea Sharon announced the winners of
the Association-sponsored photo contest
— first place went to Patrick Ford of the
Statue of Liberty, and second place to
Dennis Burnett of Jefferson National Expansion.
Maureen opened the business session
itself with a call for action on the above
listed motions.
The first motion under consideration
concerned VIP fee collection. Those in
favor felt that it would help protect
seasonal jobs, that Congress and the public
won't fully realize that we don't have
enough money to hire employees if we use
VIP's in their stead, and that it was important for rangers to be the first-line contacts
for visitors rather than VIP's. Those in opposition argued that we need VIP's to help
with fee collection, that they don't represent a threat to jobs, and that the money
collected by VIP's will go back into park
operating accounts and be used to hire
seasonals. The question was called and a
voice vote conducted. This proved inconclusive, and a hand count followed
which gave a slim majority to those in
favor of the motion. It will appear on the
election ballot for a full membership vote.
The next motion considered was the
once which would change the statement of
purpose by adding the phrase concerning
the support of the System. There was no
debate on this, and it passed by unanimous
voice vote.
The members then considered the motion concerning the appointment of an
ANPR task force to assist the WASO comparability work group. The majority of the
comments were in opposition; it was felt
that there were already a number of active
Association members in the WASO work
group, that most of the work had already

been done and was about to go to the field
for comment, and that it might create a
"Pandora's box" precedent which would
lead other groups to request participation
on all types of work groups, thereby
weakening our present informal and effective approach. The motion was defeated on
a unanimous voice vote.
The motion on seasonal representation was then discussed, and it was pointed
out that the same motion had been made
and defeated at Fontana in 1982 because
members felt that seasonals were adequately represented by regional reps. Supporters
felt that seasonal representation would help
convince seasonals that it'd be worthwhile
to join the Association, and that it would
underscore our support for seasonal concerns. The motion was defeated on a voice
vote.
A lengthy discussion was then held on
the proposed letter to the Director on the
development of an associate director for interpretation. A motion was first made to
separate the last paragraph from the rest of
the letter and to discuss and vote on the
two sections separately. It carried by
unanimous voice vote.
Although commenting members expressed their support for interpretation and
for enhancement of its professional
stature, most expressed strong sentiments
that interpretation, resource management
and protection should all be under park
operations and on an equal footing. By
creating a separate associate director for interpretation, the Service will also exacerbate the fragmentation of the ranger profession that began with the removal of
resource management from operations in
the last reorganization. The question was
called and the motion approved by near
unanimous voice vote.
The proposal to eliminate the terms
"Ranger Activities" and "Chief Ranger"
in application to any one division met with
considerable opposition. The members
who were opposed supported the recognition of interpreters as rangers in every way,
but were reluctant to see the traditional
titles done away with; those in favor
thought it unfair to have the chief of protection called the chief ranger, yet refer to
the chief of interpretation as the chief of interpretation. The question was finally called and defeated on a voice vote, with about
40% in favor and 60% opposed.
The floor was then opened to nominations, and the following candidates were
nominated and seconded:
President Bill Wade, Mather Training Center
Rick Gale, Santa Monica Mountains
Jim Tuck, Rocky Mountains RO
Secretary/Treasurer Ginny Rousseau, Jefferson NEM
Debby Bird, Glen Canyon
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North Atlantic RR Bob MacKreth, Fire Island
Fred Szarka, Minute Man
Jim Gorman, Saratoga
Dick Ryan, Cape Cod
Rocky Mountain RR Dennis Ditmanson, Jewel Cave
Dan Moses, Yellowstone
Ken Kehrer, Capitol Reef
National Capitol RR Rick Erisman, C&O Canal
Tom Nash, C&O Canal
Midwest RR Linda Nesbitt, Jefferson NEM
Tom Cherry, Cuyahoga
Alaska RR Hal Grovert, Katmai
Tricia Brown, Glacier Bay
Gary Vequist, Glacier Bay
Jeff Karraker, Gates of the Artie
Southeast RR* Jan Hill, Everglades
Mike Anderson, Cape Hatteras
West RR* Bill Blake, Yosemite
Eileen Salenik,
Santa Monica Mountains
Pacific NW RR* Dave Lattimore, Olympic
Mac Foreman, Grand Coulee Dam
Gary Olson, Mount Rainier
*One year terms
The floor was then opened to new
business, and several motions were made.
The first was to conduct a feasability
study to determine whether or not ANPR
should take a stronger advocacy position
on important issues. The proponent noted
that it was just a call for a study, not for increased political activity. The motion carried on a close hand vote.
The next motion was to have ANPR
request the director to establish a central
fund in WASO for all change of station
moves for all permanents in all grades.
Most members who commented observed
that the regions just don't seem to have the
funds to cover many moves, and that there
should be a central account to handle
them. It passed on a majority voice vote
and will appear on the ballot.
The final motion asked that ANPR
consult legal counsel to investigate the
possibility of legislative redress for rental
rates for employees in required occupancy.
An amendment was also proposed to
eliminate "required occupancy" from the
motion. It was pointed out that any such
move to hire legal counsel on this issue
might be "biting off too big a chunk",
since action on housing entails going to
OMB, Congress and others and the costs
would very likely be well beyond our
resources. A better approach, it was suggested, would to be continue the work
Continued on page 24
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Workshops
Resources Management: The
Superintendents' Perspective
Superintendents Bob Barbee of Yellowstone and Jack Morehead of Yosemite
(and, recently, of Everglades) presented a
well-attended workshop on problems and
directions in resource management.
Bob began by saying that he and Jack
were not "gurus with portfolios", but that
they would be speaking from experience, as
they'd each "been around the track a few
times" and would offer some pragmatic
and practical comments on resource management.
He talked about the current discussion
going on about the Leopold Report, and
how important any revisions to it might be
since the report is "absolutely fundamental" to the management of park resources.
The original report dispelled a number of
myths and provided a "conceptual framework" for resource management, but 23
years of experience have accrued since then
and there have been many changes in our
understanding of how things work. Many
current concerns, ranging from genetic
diversity in the parks to the relationship of
cultural and natural resource management,
also need to be addressed.
Among other things, he said that we
need to:
• meet the "revolution of rising expectations" among an increasingly sophisticated
public which includes scientists, conservation groups and others, all of whom we
must deal with constanty;
• deal with the lack of trained specialists in
resource management in the field, a problem which needs to be addresssed immediately;
• develop good liaisons with constituency
groups, which are proliferating to the point
where there's now a "coalition under every
bush";
• work on our political skills in order to
become more adept at creative compromise;
• become increasingly sophisticated in
public relations, because we often don't let
the public know when we've been successful and too often hear about when we're
having problems;
• add to the number of scientists, and
bridge the gap between scientists and resource managers;
• encourage outside involvement in research in the national parks; and
• improve our interpretive efforts to support resource management.
Jack spoke next and concurred with
much of what Bob had said. He noted that
the group he was addressing would be the
managers of the Park Service within ten
years, and said that it was important that
they come up to speed on resource management before they got there.

Until recently, the Service could do almost anything in resource management
and get away with it, he said, but a new era
is upon us in which everything is being
challenged. Despite its weaknesses, Alton
Chase's book had some good criticisms
which challenge fundamental premises,
and we need to consider them. Other are
challenging us on prescribed fire, stock use
in the parks, feral animal policies, removal
of historic structures, and so on. And some
of the Service's friends, Jack noted, are
among its toughest critics.
Basic challenges are coming," he said,
"and they're very severe." He listed four
sources for these challenges:
• within the government, from WASO
and the regions to the Department and
other agencies;
• through the media;
• from Congress; and
• through the courts, which can prove
"very serious" since managers may sometimes be sued along with their agency.
Jack said that everyone needs to become much more sophisticated on resource
management, and that it's necessary to
look both at a proposed action and the impacts which will result. We all have to think
about where challenges are going to come
from and be prepared to meet them.
He had a number of recommendations concerning steps that should be taken
before taking any action:
• be prepared for what other agencies or
WASO or the Department are going to say,
and make a point of briefing everyone in
advance — if you don't, there's not much
chance that you'll succeed;
• always advise the media first, because, if
they get the wrong perspective at the outset, they "can make the best ranger look
like a flaming bureaucrat";

• warn Congress early, because "you're
sunk" if your delegation is against you, but
in good shape if they're either behind you
or neutral; and
• stay abreast of legal decisions, because
very significant rulings are coming out with
important implications on any management actions you might take (Jack also
suggested that Ranger print summaries of
court actions, which will be done beginning
with the next issue).
He observed that not many parks do a
good job on NEPA compliance, and that
it's important to do so because it establishes that we followed the right procedures and documents them for future reference. Even a minor action should get a
brief review for the files.
Jack concluded by underscoring that
we must understand that we are not always
the good guys, and that we must be prepared for "increasing skepticism" from all
quarters on any actions that we take.
During the question and answer
period, Jack and Bob made the following
points:
• interpretation has a "long way to go"
before it becomes effective in explaining resource management to the public;
• it's important to keep employees informed on what's going on in resource
management in a park so that they can
understand and explain actions being
undertaken;
• resource management should be in
operations at the Washington level, because resource managers need to work
closely with interpretation, protection and
maintenance on resource projects;
• although the resource "must be
sovereign", we must be careful "not to
take a purist, elitist role" in preserving
them or establish ourselves up as a "Meese

Superintendents Jack Morehead of Yosemite (left) and Bob Barbee of Yellowstone field
questions at the conclusion of their workshop on resource management.
Amy Vanderbilt
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Commission" setting moral standards on
park values;
• scientists and resource managers must
work together more closely to make arrangements more effective;
• an inventory of park resources is critical
to the determination of the nature of
resource problems.

Ranger Position Management
The workshops were presented by
members of the 025 comparability task
force, including personnel specialists Mario
Fraire, Len Emerson, Deke Cripe, Ken
Schaeffer and Mike Smith, and rangers Bill
Supernaugh, Walt Dabney and Laurie
Coughlan. Two sessions were conducted
on Tuesday afternoon, continued for over
four hours that evening, and augmented by
numerous conversations during the course
of the entire Rendezvous.
No brief summary could do justice to
the full range and complexity of the discussion that occurred over the course of those
sessions, and the brief notes available are
inadequate to the task. A full report will
appear in the next Ranger, and contributions are solicited from the people who attended that workshop (deadline —
February 4). Bill Blake's letter in this issue
addresses one of the key points of discussion — the comparability of GS-5 NPS
ranger duties with GS-9 BLM ranger duties
— and the board meeting notes summarize
some of the 025 task force's findings.
What follows is the report made by
Mario Fraire to the Directorate on the sessions, which summarizes some observations and indicates forthcoming actions:
"Listed below are some observations
and highlights of our sessions at the Ranger
Rendezvous:
• There are deep concerns and
frustrations among the Rangers that go
beyond classification; they include quality
of supervision, lack of mobility, limited advancement opportunities, low pay, poor
and expensive housing, poor communications, use of volunteers, etc. Some Rangers
believe they are spending a large percentage
of their salary to live in housing often
benefiting the Government. They believe
NPS could explore legislative limitations or
subsidies to high rentals, especially in
isolated areas.
• Efforts to identify optional career
opportunities, use of specialists, fee collection by volunteers, consolidation of functions in fewer positions (Position Management) are often seen as threats to the Park
Ranger generalist concept. They believe it
would erode the grade and professional
aspects of the occupation.
• The need to preserve the "Park
Ranger" way of doing the work is very
strong in the Rangers minds. They would
prefer to strengthen the 025 series by keeping a variety of functions in it and enhance
the grade structure.

• The Park Rangers believe that their
occupation is very complex and difficult
and GS-5 should be reclassified to a GS-9
full performance level. Rangers believe that
they are expected to perform several very
different tasks and perform them well.
They think this is more complex and
demanding than performing a single task,
with single knowledge requirements, full
time.
• The Rangers, in general, appear to
be poorly informed about the status of the
occupation. Many believe that the majority
of the Rangers are GS-5. Out of 3160, 2048
are GS-7 and above. About 25% are in
GS-5 positions. They believe they are
generalists, yet specialization in fee collection, law enforcement or interpretation is
prevalent throughout the Service.
• 77;e Park Rangers continue to be a
highly dedicated, motivated, well-trained,
highly educated and loyal group of
employees.
• Some of the Rangers are beginning
to realize that they are being supervised and
managed by other 025's who are really in
control of their careers and who are the real
decision makers. Many of the issues and
problems are as a result of supervisory
rather than "personnel" practices. The
Association will communicate to the Director a major resolution to improve supervision.
• Our sessions, including those by
Ranger Activities, reveal that there are
communications problems. Employees are
not being informed due to glitches in the
administrative distribution system and the
"selective" emphasis on what is communicated by the Regions. We think this is
a serious problem.
• The Rangers continue to compare
their occupation in terms of complexity
and level of responsibility to occupations in
other law enforcement agencies, (Customs,
DEA, FBI, Border Patrol, etc.)
We spent several hours at the Rendezvous answering questions and providing
factual information and handouts on every
issue on the Rangers minds. While we
believe we made significant progress in
clarifying what we are doing, what we are
going to do, and what is beyond our control, there is a need to continue our
momentum in doing the best we can for the
Rangers. Actions in progress:
• Issue 1811 Study. A position paper
for the Director's decision is now ready. It
will clarify the extent of investigation work
in the Service and give credit where appropriate.
• Issue 025 Supplement. The supplemental guidance on credit for work
above the GS-5 level in law enforcement,
search and rescue, emergency medical services and interpretation will be ready for
Field staffing by Thanksgiving.
• Classification Reference Handbook
for Supervisors. This Handbook is ready
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for transmittal to the Field in final form.
Our supervisors are not taking full advantage of the classification or position
management flexibilities to manage their
positions. Increased guidance from personnel is needed to meet the changing of the
Service as planned by the Director and
career needs of the employees.
• Promotion Projection Study. This
study is ready to be issued. The information is vital to our supervisors and
managers in planning actions to meet
future staffing needs. The Park Rangers
need to be aware of the demographics
which will affect future advancement and
they need to make personal decisions
whether to explore other career options.
• Career Management Concept. This
guidance will be completed after the 1811
policy decision is made. Career avenues
and career options need to be identified to
the Service's work force."

ANPR Goal-Setting Workshop
Bill Wade led the workshop on goalsetting which was attended by about 50
members. Since there had been much discussion of ANPR's future priorities, he
surveyed the participants to see what they
considered the key issues to be. A modified
nominal group process was employed to
identify goals and to collectively rank their
importance. Following are the goals identified and their respective numerical
weights:
Weight

121

53

52
50
45
42
27
27
23
21
20

Goal

Conduct a feasibility study to determine if and how ANPR can become
more politically active in support of
NPS and ANPR issues (e.g. hire a
lobbyist). Note: This goal was subsequently brought to the floor during
the business meeting and carried.
Continue to explore ways to get
greater involvement in ANPR issues
and activities from the entire membership (including seasonals).
Actively contribute to the improvement in supervision in the NPS.
Become significantly more active
through the public and media in support of NPS issues.
Continue to work aggressively to improve the mobility problems in the
NPS.
Identify those issues that ANPR can
realistically deal with and focus efforts on them.
Continue to provide for an effective
forum for discussion of issues.
Advocate the standardization of
KSA's.
Get input more frequently from the
members on their concerns, issues
they believe are important, etc.
Take a more active role in training.
Communicate more effectively with
the membership.
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17
16
16
15
15
15
15
14
12
11

8

Increase awareness of more NPS
employees about ANPR's purposes
and goals.
Actively pursue methods to assure
improvements in supervisory training in the NPS.
Increase membership of ANPR to
include a minimum of 50% of 025's.
Seek ways to enhance the Association's "political savvy."
Develop a position paper on the
roles of VIP's in the NPS.
Increase the members' understanding of ANPR's goals.
Prioritize issues for consideration by
the members.
Take a more active role in providing
advice and opinions on areas proposed for inclusion in the System.
Pursue sources of funding for
specifically identified and approved
projects (e.g. the Ranger Museum).
Include a specific section in Ranger
on legislation and legal decisions relating to resource management.
Provide the membership with more
information on Servicewide and
local park employee and resource related issues so members can provide
comments or take advocacy positions if desired.
Broaden ANPR's membership into
other NPS disciplines.

7

Serve as a clearinghouse for information about developmental opportunities.
6
Assure better orientation to new central office employees (e.g. personnelists) about ANPR and the 025
series.
6
Survey the membership about training needs and then determine
ANPR's direction and role in training.
5
Communicate the history of the
NPS and conservation to newer employees in the Service to help develop
pride (in view of the fact that fewer
new employes attend NPS orientation and introduction courses).
4
Promote the image of rangers to
school groups through the use of
video, etc.
4
Develop a media program on
ANPR.
3
Provide for a forum for sharing and
support for members in nontraditional positions.
In addition to the goals development,
there was considerable discussion during
the workshop about how the format of the
Rendezvous could be improved to facilitate
communication between the members and
the board. The consensus was that it might
be worthwhile to start the Rendezvous off
with regional caucuses. This would provide

an opportunity for people to get to know
each other and discuss issues, and for the
regional representatives to obtain input on
concerns, issues, etc. In addition, the goal
setting process, if the decision is to continue it, should be conducted early in the
Rendezvous — perhaps right after the caucuses, or even in the caucuses. It might be
useful to wait to have the first board meeting after the caucuses and goal-setting session. This could be followed by general
business meetings and an additional caucus
session, if needed. In any case, a big concern of the workshop participants was that
there would not be the opportunity for the
board to consider the goals and report back
to the membership during the Rendezvous.
Bill Wade
Mather Training Center

Due to the large volume of copy submitted for this issue and the limited room
available, a number of workshop reports
were not printed. These include the sessions on interpretation and ranger activities, retirement, moving, dual careers,
marketing the parks, working with DSC,
and others. As many as possible will be
printed in the Spring Ranger.

Make Membership in NPCA
One of Your Natural Resources
For over 67 years, National Parks and Conservation Association
has been at the forefront in the battle to protect the
integrity of our National Parks.
As a National Park professional every source of i n f o r m a t i o n available to you is an asset. We b e l i e v e that
NATIONAL PARKS Magazine, the official journal of NPCA, is one that you must not b e w i t h o u t . Reports,
c o m m e n t a r y , r e a d e r f e e d b a c k and u p - t o - t h e - m i n u t e news on threats and o t h e r actions critical t o our
National Parks are part of every issue.
To start your s u b s c r i p t i o n , c o m p l e t e the c o u p o n b e l o w .

YES! Sign me up as an Active Member of NPCA. My dues payment in the
amount of S22.00 is enclosed. Start my subscription to NATIONAL PARKS
Magazine right away and advise me of my additional benefits.

Name
Address
City

State

Zip

Mail to: NPCA, 1015 Thirty-first St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20007
RWI86
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Regional Reps Report
North Atlantic
Representative Bill Gibson, Saratoga.
Address: RD 2, Box 33, Stillwater, NY
12170. Phone: (518) 664-9821 (work) and
(518)664^881 (home).

Mid-Atlantic
Representative Mary Kimmitt, Independence. Address: 743 South Sheridan
Street, Philadelphia, PA 19147. Phone:
(215) 238-1249 (home) and (215) 597-7121
(work).

National Capital
Representative Rick Erisman, C&O
Canal. Address: P.O. Box 19, Oldtown,
MD 21555. Phone: (301) 395-5742 (home)
and (301) 722-8226 (work).
Rick appreciates being nominated for
a final two-year term as regional representative, and says that, if elected, he will continue to communicate member concerns to
the Association's board of directors and
the regional director, promote the Association wherever possible, and seek to increase
membership through regional activities.
Rick extends his thanks to Kathy
Clossin, Jeff Ohlfs and other regional
members who assisted him with beverage
service, and to Mike Barnhart, John Frye,
Deke Cripe, Jeff Ohlfs and Bill Wade for
serving as official greeters. And he adds a
special note of thanks to all who participated in the regional caucus.
Bill Halainen and Deke Cripe are currently organizing two Association hikes,
and are interested in hearing from anyone
in National Capital or Mid-Atlantic regions
who'd like to come along. The first will be
on the three-day George Washington's Birthday weekend, which falls this year on
February 14th through the 16th, and the
tentative destination is White Oak Canyon
in Shenandoah. The hike will be arranged
so that members can opt for either one or
two overnights.
The second hike will occur on April
25th and 26th, but the destination has not
yet been determined. Members with suggestions should pass them on to either Bill
or Deke.
If you'd like to join in on either expedition, call Bill at home at (703) 522-4756
or drop him a note. He'll then forward
more detailed information to you.

Southeast
Representative Jan Hill, Everglades
National Park, Address: P.O. Box 279,
Homestead, FL 33030. Phone: (813)
695-2841 and (305) 253-2241 ext. 181
(work).
Jan attended the Rendezvous and participated in all meetings of the board. A
new program feature was the scheduled
regional caucuses, which were well received

and will become a regular part of each
Rendezvous. The southeast region had a
good turnout with 40 members present.
Jan encourages all who were unable to
attend the Rendezvous to read the reports
on workshops and business meetings in this
issue of Ranger. These will bring you up to
date on all issues and give you an idea of
what the board is going to pursue this year.
Jan encourages members to contact
her with concerns, ideas or questions as
they may arise.

Midwest
Representative Tom Cherry, Cuyahoga. Address: 731 West Boston Mills
Road, Peninsula, OH 44262. Phone: (216)
653-3116 (home) and (216) 650-4414 ext.
232 (work).
Tom has been attempting to sort out
his impressions of Rendezvous X. The lack
of business conducted at the board
meetings was particularly frustrating to
him considering the time and expense involved in attending them, but he feels that
the more positive involvement on the part
of the general membership could prove to
be a "positive off-shoot of the boards nonproductivity."
What the Midwest region lacked in
numbers at the Rendezvous, they made up
for in enthusiasm. The region now has six
ANPR park contacts, he says, but more
contact people are needed if the total
membership concept is to work.
Since 100 of the 120 required occupancy designations in the region have been
removed, Tom feels that members may be
interested to know that he will be heading a
study group on housing (see "Work
Groups"). He'd also like to put to rest
members concerns about physical fitness
guidelines, noting that there's "every indication that you will probably see
journeyman rangers at the GS-12 level
before the Service has an approved physical
fitness program."

Rocky Mountain
Representative Paul Broyles, Wind
Cave. Address: Wind Cave National Park,
Hot Springs, SD 57747. Phone: (605)
745-6413 (home) and (605) 745-4600
(work).

Southwest
Representative Cliff Chetwin, Carlsbad. Address: Drawer T, Carlsbad, NM
88220. Phone: (505) 785-2243 (home) and
(505)785-2251 (work).

West
Representative Bill Blake, Yosemite.
Address: P.O. Box 683, Yosemite, California 95389. Phone: (209) 372-0314 (work)
and (209) 372-4807 (home).
Rendezvous X is now history, and
there are many articles in this issue relating
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to that history. Bill would like to take the
time to inform the Western regional
membership about the happenings in the
regional caucus:
"During our two caucus meetings,
your fellow rangers from Western region
expressed some real concerns in the areas
of housing, 025 classification, seasonal applications, and seasonal representation.
These issues and more were widely discussed within our group. As a whole, these
issues were also of concern to the general
membership and received much debate,
both formal and informal, throughout the
Rendezvous.
"On the classification issue much was
said by anyone who wanted to say it (and
as often as they wanted to say it) to a group
led by Walt Dabney, Chief of Ranger Activities, WASO. The views of many rangers
from Western region (equal pay for equal
work) were eloquently stated in this forum.
The housing issue was discussed on the
floor of the general meeting with rangers
from our region offering much input. As a
result of this floor debate, a new committee
(or the resurrection of an old one, I am not
sure which) was established to re-examine
the total ramifications of this issue. The
chairperson of this committee is Tom
Cherry, ANPR representative from
Midwest region. Those of you with major
concerns in this area should feel free to
contact Tom with your thoughts and concerns. It should be noted that Scott Connelly of Yosemite will be a member of this
group. Scott was suggested due to the
possibilities of his establishing a liaison
contact with the Yosemite Tenants over
housing issues. At the same time Tom's
committee is working on the housing issue,
Rick Smith will be attempting to ferret out
the possibility of Congressional support on
this issue.
"Throughout our caucus meeting a
general theme of wanting a more active
organization in the pursuit of those issues
that affect the resource known as the park
ranger was established by the majority of
members present. Some members suggested a more union-like stance and/or
organization. These folks, while vocal,
were in the minority, and the vast majority
of members present felt that unionization
was too radical a move and that the existing
organization could be utilized in a more effective manner. For the record, I concur
with and support the majority.
"The vast majority of members present supported the concept and the purpose
of the ranger museum and felt it was a worthy goal of the organization. While the
ranger museum received support, the majority of members present expressed dislike
for the 'Ranger of the Year' award and
believed that such an award should be
dropped. On the issue of seasonal registers
and applications, I could not find anyone
who felt the existing system was supplying
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them with an adequate number of qualified
seasonal applicants. There was strong support for allowing seasonals to apply to
more than two parks.
"So much for my notes on the
regional caucus. In closing this report, I
would like to point out that while many of
you have expressed some dissatisfaction
with the organization, I am not aware of
any other organization that represents the
park ranger at any level, let alone at the national level. While the organization has not
always accomplished its objectives, it has
had successes. One of the keys to future
successes will be our membership base.
Literally speaking, the more of us there
are, the more we can accomplish. As we
head into 1987, I would like to suggest that
those of you who are feeling dissatisfied
not give up on the organization and that all
of us make an extra effort to increase the
membership of ANPR."
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Pacific Northwest
Representative Dave Lattimore,
Olympic. Address: Quinault Ranger Station, Route 2, Box 76, Amanda Park, WA
98526. Phone (206) 288-2444 (work and
home).
Dave prepared a brief summary of
some of the events and business of the
Rendezvous, and hopes all members in the
region got a copy. He encourages members
to help get the word out about Association
membership, and says that the Association
now has members at 12 parks in the
Region, with "park reps" at most of these.
The Pacific Northwest is under consideration for the Rendezvous in 1989 or
1990. This sounds like far in the future, but
contracts require a lot of lead time. Executive Travel is assisting the Rendezvous site
selection committee in locating an area. If
members have suggestions concerning a
suitable facility within one to two hours
drive of either Portland, Seattle, or
Tacoma, please let him know.
Dave wants to know if there is interest
in holding an ANPR meeting/social at individual parks in lieu of a mini-rendezvous.
This doesn't mean that the idea of a minirendezvous is completely out, but some alternatives need to be looked at in consideration of the distances members have to
travel.

- Jam* Mf Star
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Alaska
Representatives Bryan Swift, Denali.
Address: Box 9, Denali National Park, AK
99755. Phone: (907) 683-2610 (home) and
(907) 683-2295 ext. 19 (work).
TOTAL MDSE
REGULAR SHIPPING VIA PARCEL POST
PRIORITY MAIL . ADD S2.00 PER ITEM
TOTAL
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Box 75-Route 6
Eastham, Ma 02642
Telephone 617-255-2662
. Most orders shipped within
48 hours. We will advise you
if an item is out of stock or
otherwise delayed.
. Assist us in providing fastest
service. Review your order.
Specify all necessary data.
. Include payment with your
order. Make your check or
m.o. payable to Jasper's Surf
Shop Inc.
. Thank you for your order.
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Work Groups
Housing
Leader Tom Cherry, Cuyahoga. Address: 731 West Boston Mills Road, Peninsula, OH 44264. Phone: (216) 653-3116
(home) and (216) 650-4414 ext. 232 (work).
Because of what could be a very wide
diversity in the application of NPS-36, the
housing management guideline, this group
will be looking into problems in policy interpretation and the implementation of
changes brought about due to OMB Circular A45.
Some topics to be focused on include:
- the issuance of eviction notices with
deadlines for vacating shortly after
quarters status change;
- the failure of regional surveys to
meet the criteria set forth in 400 DM or to
consider adjustments to the MBRR (monthly basic rental rates) as specifically allowed due to salient differences;
- the establishment of new MBRR's
which cause hardships on employees
because the removal of the 20 percent cap
reduced net incomes to nearly zero;
- the conditions that have forced
employees to declare bankruptcy in order
to take advantage of a transfer and utilize
the new contract relocation service; and
- the financial decisions being made
under the assumption that the relocation
contract will be renewed when several
sources have indicated that the Director
plans to let the contract lapse.
Each of you who are or have ocupied
government furnished quarters are urged to
send documentation showing dates, circumstances and sources of problems to the
chairman. Dates are of particular importance since the revision of OMB Circular
A-45 was open for public comment in Aug.
of 1983, the report of the task force on
long range housing policy was released in
Aug. of 1984, and there have been two revisions to NPS — 36 since Nov. 1984 —
one in Jan. 1985 and one last March.
Please be specific! The group can not gain
from generalizations or assumptions.

Dual Careers
Co-leader Lorrie Sprague, Yosemite.
Address: Hodgdon Meadows, Yosemite
NP, Groveland, CA 95321.
Co-leader Jan Hill, Everglades. Address: P.O. Box 279, Homestead, FL
33030. Phone: (304) 253-2241 ext. 181
(work) and (813) 695-2841 (home).
The first edition of the working
couples directory has been published, and
includes 38 couples from 23 areas. If
there's enough interest, a supplement will
be published this March. If you'd like to
participate, write to Lorrie for a blank
directory form. Completed forms and
$7.50 should be mailed to her no later than
February 15th.

Ranger/Aid Summer
Seasonal Hiring
Survey -1986
Linda Kelly
Channel Islands
In an effort to provide information to
current and prospective seasonal
employees, ANPR recently updated it's
1983 seasonal hiring survey. This information was first published in 1979 by In
Touch magazine and served as a counseling
tool for prospective seasonal employees. It
has been three years since ANPR published
the 1983 survey, and we felt that it was time
to ask parks about their seasonal hiring
trends for 1986.
The information was assimulated
from all park units. As with any survey,
results were not 100% complete due to
unavailable information, problems with
mail delivery, etc. The WASO seasonal
employment office provided information
necessary to complete this report. The 1986
results were set up in the same fashion as
the 1983 survey. This is how the information is presented:
1) The first column, marked with an
asterisk, contains a letter code in which
comments from the park indicate that actual chances for 1987 employment are
either B (Better), W (Worse), or S (Same).
2) No number listed for a park indicates
that no information was given.
3) The "Hires" section contains the information that the parks provided in each of
the three categories: interpretation (INTERP), law enforcement (LAW ENF),
and generalist (GENERAL).

Business continued
group on housing that is currently in existence. Both the amendment and the main
motion failed on unanimous voice vote.
The president then appointed Rick Smith
and Tom Cherry to work on such a work
group.

Galvin continued
ranger is the keeper of the flame, the person who makes it go, who passes it on from
generation to generation. It's an important
job."
Galvin closed by quoting from Teddy
Roosevelt, who said that far and away the
best thing life offers is "the chance to work
hard at work worth doing."
"And that's what the parks are —
work worth doing."
24

4) The "NEW" column lists the number
of 1986 summer seasonals who did not
work at that park in 1985.
5) The "TOT" column gives the total
number of 1986 summer seasonals
employed by the park.
6) The "1986 APPS" column lists the
number of application that WASO
reported each park received. The "1983"
and "1979 APPS" columns give the
figures reported on previous surveys.
Some park units included comments
about their future hiring needs with their
employment figures. Their comments are
as follows:
• Coulee Dam NRA - We exhausted
our WASO certificate for law enforcement at the GS-5 level. We need more
qualified applicants in this category.
• Cape Cod NS - We hire approximately 45 lifeguards (Recreation Assistant
GS-189) GS 4, 5, 6 and frequently exhaust the register for these positions.
The law enforcement GS-5 register is
also usually exhausted without filling all
the available positions.
• Ozark NSR - Ozark Riverways
receives few applicants in the law enforcement division, which enhances the
possibility of being hired for this option.
• Jefferson NEM NHS - We would
have hired one seasonal but did not
receive a seasonal certificate for Law
Enforcement at the GS-5 level.
• Independence NHP - Chances for
employment are better in 1987 if Constitution Bicentennial money comes
through.
• Yosemite NP - Yosemite has experienced a critical shortage of law enforcement Park Rangers, clerical, and
various maintenance applicants.
• Fort Pulaski NM - Chances for 1987
employment are better for law enforcement (our 1986 seasonal got a permanent job).
• Black Canyon of the Gunnison NM
-We expect about 4 or 5 of our
seasonals not to return.
• Padre Island NS - We always have
trouble finding qualified (certified, surf
experience) lifeguards. We always hire
three after a great deal of searching. We
need applicants!
• Lake Meredith NRA - No new law
enforcement seasonals were hired
because of a lack of applicants. We
have a high need for new law enforcement applicants.
As you can see from the results of this
survey and the comments made by parks, a
variety of different hiring needs are common. This survey is a result of the cooperation of parks and the WASO seasonal hiring office. We trust the information will
provide the seasonal employee an accurate
and useful aid in his/her search for summer
employment.
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PARK

*
Ala-ska Region
Alaska Reg. Office
Bearing Land Bridge
Cape Krusenstern/
Kobuk/Noalak
Glacier Bay
Katmai
Klondike Gold Rush
Denali
Sitka
Gates of the Arctic
Kenai Fjords
Lake Clark
Wrangell-SI. Elias
Yukon-Charley

Mid-Atlantic Region
Allegheny Portage/
Johnstown
Appomatox Court
House
Assatcague Island
Booker T. Washington
Colonial
Delaware Water Gap
Edgar Allen Poe
Fredricksburg/
Spotsylvania
Fort Mc Henry
Friendship Hill
George Washington
Birthplace
Gettysburg
Hampton
Hopewell Furnace
Independence
Petersburg
Richmond
Shenandoah
Upper Delaware
Valley Forge
Midwest Region
Apostle Island
Cuyahoga Valley
Effigy Mounds
Fort Larncd
Fort Scott
Herbert Hoover
Homestead
Indiana Dunes
Isle Royale
Jefferson National
Expansion
Lincoln Boyhood
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Ozark
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St. Croix
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Sleeping Bear Dunes
Voyageurs
William Howard Taft
Wilson's Creek
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Oregon Caves
San Juan Islands
Whitman Mission
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B

1

1

5

7

1

1

1
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1
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5
2
0
3
0
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3
0
3
0

5
0
1
0
1
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0
3
1
4
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0
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0
1
0
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B

3

5
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0

1

1
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B
S

2
3

5
8

0
5

0
7

0
6

0
8

s

1

4

0

0

0

0

1

2

0

0

0

0
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s
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w
s
w

5
0
0
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0

4
2
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9
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9
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92
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210
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W
W

s
B

w
B
W
B
\V

w
B

4
1
1
10
7
1
9
6
8

13
6
6
17
20
7
14
10
12

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
6
5
0

0
0

1
0
0
0
0
0
9
10
1

3
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
13
0
0

2
0
0
0
0
0
31
2
0
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48
30
249
69
210

S

3

8

0

0

2

6

96

B
W
W

1
1
3
5
1
0
1

5
1
5
8
3
6
5

0

0

0

1

0
2
0
2
0

0
2
0
6
0
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0
0
5
5
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0
2
7
9
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7
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w
w
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W
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1
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3
0
2
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4
5
3
3
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8
1
3
1
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0
0
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8
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2
0
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0
0
0
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1
2
0
3

1
0
1
0
1
0
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0
0

1
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1
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1
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4
1
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B
S

0
4
1

3
6
2

3
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0

5
3
0

1
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3
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B

s
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B

s
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8
7
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13
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18
2.7
78
24
84
25
96
19
102
155
If.
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Dinosaur
Florissant Fossil Beds
Fort Laramie
Fort Union
Fossil Butte
Glacier
Glen Canyon
Golden Spike
Grand Teton
Grant-Kohrs Ranch
Great Sand Dunes
Hovenweep
Jewel Cave
Knife River
Indian Village
Mesa Verde
Mount Rushmore
Natural Bridges
Pipe Springs
Rocky Mountain
Theodore Roosevelt
Timpanogos
Wind Cave
Yellowstone
Zion

283

145
174
22
20
13
20
250
222
102
10
28
17
309
54
142
14
74
19
214
107
74
26

National Capital Region
Antietam
Arlington House
Carter Barron
Catoctin
C&O Canal
Clara Barton
Ford's Theatre
Fort Duponl
Fort Washington
Frederick Douglas
George Washington
Glen Echo
Great Falls
Greenbelt Park
Harpers Ferry
Kenilworth
Aquatic Gardens
Kennedy Center
Manassas
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Rocky Mountain Region
Arches
Badlands
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Bent's Old Fort
Bighorn Canyon
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Big Hole
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Bryce Canyon
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Colorado
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3
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8
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9
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7
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8
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Editor's Notes continued
the computerized mailing list and provides
mailing labels to the editor; and issues
magazines to new members. The editor and
executive secretary work closely to assure
that the magazine is produced on schedule
and that it is kept within the Association's
budget.

person style that has been traditionally used in that section. An executive secretary's
report should be submitted for each issue,
and it's length will be contingent on the
amount of business to be reported.
• Illustrations — Photos and/or line drawings are very important for article illustration and should be submitted with all features and with shorter articles whenever
possible. Article submitters should send at
least three to five photos, preferably black
and white prints that are 3 x 5 or larger.
Negatives may be sent in lieu of prints. Color slides are also acceptable, but ony if
black and white is not available and only if
they are submitted well enough ahead of
time for reproduction to black and white.
Color prints are not usable. Photos should
show action, should not be formal or
staged, and should clearly illustrate the associated article. All photos must have information on what is going on (as well as
who, where and when) for captioning purposes; the photographer's name is needed
for the photo credit. Line art should be
boldly drawn for better reproduction. Artists should work with the editor on the
content of their panels before submitting
them.
• Advertising — A separate package on
advertising is available upon request.

Guidelines
All articles should be typed and
double-spaced, and should include the
authors address and home and work phone
numbers. Requirements for individual sections are as follows:
• Letters — Letters on professional subjects and/or in response to articles that
have been printed in Ranger are always
welcome. They should be short, preferably
one page typed and double-spaced. In
order to encourage open communications
within the ranger ranks, all letters are
printed (unless space is at a premium) and
none are edited. A letter that is abusive,
libelous, or unreasonably antagonistic,
however, may be withheld from print.
• Book/Article Reviews — Book and article reviews on subjects of interest to the
professional are printed in each issue, and
reviewers are actively sought. Article
reviews should be no longer than one page
in length, but book reviews may run as
long as two full pages. Complete information on the book or article, author and
publisher should be included.
• Association — The president's quarterly
message should be no shorter than two and
a half pages typed and double-spaced, and,
as a rule, no longer than five pages in
length. Regional representative reports
should generally be less than one page in
length, and should be written in the third-

some fashion. What classification is intended to accomplish, in the federal
government and in other organizations,
can be expressed in the same way: to make
sure that substantially equal work receives
equal pay.
To accomplish this goal, it is necessary
to have some process to define what work
is "substantially equal". This process is
called "position classification". In it positions are sorted or classified into groups
with other positions in which work is substantially equal and which then are assigned equal levels of pay. In the federal
government, positions are considered to be
substantially equal if they are about the
same when their levels of difficulty, responsibilities and required qualifications
are measured. I believe that the basic question that I raised in my first article is still
valid. Are the overall duties and responsibilities of many of our GS-5 patrol
rangers substantially equal to the responsibilities and duties of BLM GS-9 rangers?
The cornerstone for the proper use of
position classification is the concept of
"equal pay for equal work". What I hear
from the field ranger is a request that we
apply this concept to them. As employees,
their basic request is a fair reward for their
labors as compared to the labors of others.
If a sister agency in the Department of Interior can justify paying a patrol ranger at
the GS-9 level, why can't we?

Letters continued
position classification problem and the
question arises, what is position classification?
Position classification is not unique to
the National Park Service or the federal
government. Large private sector businesses as well as state and local governments all group jobs into categories in

Bill Blake
Yosemite
Western Regional Representative
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LINK THE PAST
W I T H THE PRESENT!
The interpreter plays an important
role in maintaining the fragile
chain of understanding that our
rich heritage provides us!
If budgetary constraints, lack of
time or personnel prevent you
from providing the continual visitor support that you
feel is necessary, seek the GRAPHIC SOLUTION! When
custom designed, screenprinted and embedded in fiberglass,
the interpretive exhibit becomes the most cost effective
method of interpreting our heritage.

P.O. Box 1288« 355 South Potomac St.- Hagerstown, Maryland

21740 • (301) 791-6920
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